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We toughed it out the best we could — through

painting and construction, the sticky Indian Summer

and the upheaval of the administration. We saw the

weeks pass without a break, we saw the chaos of Agora

Days, we saw tears at seasons' end, and we heard shouts

at deadlines met. We made it. Though the days seemed

neverending at times, we'll miss them someday and

fondly look back to the year when you and I

were. . .uninhibited.
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The school year of '91 -'92 began with the Orientation Picnic and

ended with the aptly named Disorientation Picnic. Activities

galore made up what we call our STUDENT LIFE. From dances

to plays and even in our personal affairs, Uni is an unbelievably

large part of our lives. Some of us tend to chuckle at the term

"Student Life," but most of us can attest to our busy lives.

Between the hours of studying and classes, we participated in our

other interests and even had a little fun. . .though we'd never

admit it.



"I feel as if I

live here. Uni is

<^M
like a home. I

feel like I have

^1 a family here."

— Phil Lin
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Orientation Picnic

Full of Firsts
The annual orientation picnic was at Carle Park for the first time on September

7th. Students participated in volleyball, football, swinging, playing on the

merry-go-round, and eating hot dogs prepared by Chef Murphy. Though

organizers Joyce Lee and Kelly Schrepfer were still preparing the Student Council

sponsored event as students arrived, the picnic proved to be a success.

Sophomore Tristan Bolen took advantage of most of the activities offered. He
said he "played with everyone and liked it." Even Dr. Meares, who made an

appearance in the football game as defensive back, said of his first orientation

picnic, "it's fun. . .relaxing." He also commented on Uni kids saying, "You're

not well behaved."

Though most students questioned had a good time, some didn't. Thayer Preece

said the picnic was "kinda boring." Some seniors found the afternoon sad, it

being their last orientation picnic at Uni. Amy Wen said, "It's so nostalgic."

Heidi van Es agreed: "It really makes me wonder where I'll be next year." Senior

Mojgone Azemun said she was having too much fun to ponder her future. She

said, "I thoroughly enjoyed myself. This was a damn fine picnic."



Chef Kian brings home the bacon and

cooks it as well, as his friends observe his

skills in awe. Unfortunately, Alex tries to

employ these newly-learned tactics.

David obviously dislikes Ho Sun, the cool

yearbook photography editor, and he aims

for the super-expensive camera in hopes of

scaring Ho Sun away. If he only knew how
tough Ho Sun is. . .

Hammin' it up for the camera, Anni dreams of her

future as a movie star and Uni High's glamour girl.



Musical Relies on

Underclass

Talent
This year's fall musical, "With a Wink and a Nod and a Bow to

the Times," was written and directed by Drama teacher Laura

Reneau. Set in a high school, the Uni performers recreated a school

preparing for a musical set in the depression era. The play within

the play encounters objections from the PTA and parents.

This year's play was different than those in previous years. For

instance, more underclassmen had roles and solos than in a typical

Uni production. The cast was made up of nearly 30 students,

considerably larger than most productions. The parts were fairly

evenly distributed and gave a chance for everyone going to the play

to see the diverse range of talents of those involved. Cast member

Jyana Sunshine Gregory commented, "it was good to see all of the

young talent at Uni, and I had a lot of fun. The play was really

creative. I think Laura did a good job." As Amy Parker observed,

"It looked like both cast and audience had a great time."

The muses try to console Jyana.



A caption can't even begin to explain.
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„, Student Play

Has Strong

Message
The Student Production, And

The Dead Man Spoke, was writ-

ten and directed by senior Eric

Phillips and co-directed by

Isobel Stasheff. The story begins

as two rogues find a man who

has hung himself. The dead

man speaks, telling them that

he has killed himself over re-

jected love. Eric wrote the play

as part of the Creative Writing

class he took as a junior. He
revised the play over the sum-

mer and submitted it to Stu-

dent Council as a candidate for

the Student Production. The

cast and crew of the play

spanned the entire class range,

from subs to seniors. Such com-

pany bondage was never seen

before: ace bandages, Cheralyn,

POT, wigs and tights, top ten

lists, broken swords, hot choc-

olate, and liquid latex forever!

11



LJIy ordinary

Organizations continued to be the school's favorite pastime. During lunch, or even after school,

students could be found participating in club activities around school. With the Recession in full

swing, clubs tried hard to raise their necessary funds. Luckily, Student Council was able to provide

money for "helpless clubs with no socially redeeming values," as Mr. Stone described them.

Organizations filled up transcript space and provided fun, fun, fun!



"At Uni there are so

many different types

of organizations. You

are able to learn so

many new things

about different topics

and other people." —

Cindy Wang

-*!
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Student Council
;

i i

UNprecedented
The Student Council, under the leadership of President Phil Lin, Vice-

President Joyce Lee, and Secretary Mojgone Azemun, dealt with issues

involving student welfare. Money, or rather the lack of money, was a

hot topic as Student Council scrutinized its budget. The Council ran a

concession stand at the school dances to compensate for the absence of

White Hen Pantry, which proved to be "hectic and frustrating

sometimes but appreciated by the students," said Mojgone Azemun.

They also aided the Physical Education Department by holding a

schoolwide election to choose a new mascot to replace the Illinek.

\
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Students and Faculty

UNite
This year the Student Faculty Advisory Committee, or

S.F.A.C, was headed by Assistant Directot Joel Crames,

Dorothy Fuller, Chris Thompson, and David Stone. Student

representatives included Student Council Executive Adam
Wengert, junior Joey Friedman, senior James Chang, soph-

omore Ellen Eischen, and freshman Hannah Koenker,

joinined the faculty advisors every Friday during lunch for

discussions about important timely school issues and con-

cerns. S.F.A.C.'s overall goal was to improve student-faculty-

administration communications. Some of the topics dis-

cussed included the student work load, the student council-

run concession stand at dances, the changes in the Winter

Party, and censorship of senior yearbook quotes.

. . .And the Winner Is. . .

The Elections Committee, led by Jenny Kang, Kelly Schrepfer, and Tracy

Sonka, was in charge of publicizing class and executive student council

elections, as well as accepting nominations. They also supervised the

elections held during lunch in Room 109, tallied the votes for winners,

and made sure run-offs were scheduled in the event of ties.

15



The staff at work.
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Gargoyle editors: Caty Steigmann, Rachel Lebenson, and Dana Wagnet.

16

Gargoyle staff: Teacher Jenny van Duzen Burns, C. Hochman, L. Glaser, C. Steigmann, D. Wagner, H. van Es,

M. Schoeplein, R Lebenson, L. Lundeen, B. Harandi, A. Wen, Y. Yang, L. Herendeen, and M. Robin-Abbott.



Yearbook and Gargoyle Spread the News
The yearbook staff was not immune to the changes in Uni High this year. The organization was tranformed into an eigth hour class to

"save time and money," according to co-editor Mojgone Azemun. "We have a limited budget, and since we're still in debt we had to

make changes." Co-editor Heidi van Es added, "in the past couple of years a lot of costly mistakes were made. . .this way we can get

organized better and make our deadlines for once." Making the club a course was not the only change. The staff also switched to

computers for nearly the entire production of the book, said co-editor Amy Parker. "By using the IBM's we're able to see whole sections

of the book before finalizing anything." This enabled the staff to accurately reflect and record the happenings of 1991-1992.

In conjunction with Yearbook, the Gargoyle also attempted to report the year in events through their bi-monthly issues. Led by co-

editors Rachel Lebenson, Caty Steigmann, and Dana Wagner, the staff covered stories ranging from the resignation of history teacher

Joanne Wheeler to highlights in Uni sports. Under the supervision ofJennifer Burns, Journalism reporters aimed at "making students

aware of what's happening," according to reporter Bahareh Harandi. Staff member Amy Wen added, "I got to get the inside word on a

lot of stuff before regular students. . .1 didn't just have to do dry stories. . .1 got to write what I thought about school issues."

Molly works furiously to meet the Yearbook deadline Cyndi gets the story!

The Yearbook editors: Amy Parker, Heidi van Es, and Mojgone Azemun.

Yearbook staff pictured above: J. Park, T. Nguyen, H. Hwang, E. Jassim, J. Dokko, M. Schoeplein, E, Bokamba,
D. Kim, M. Robin-Abbott, D. Bopp, T. Sonka, M Shoemaker, J. Nolen, C. Liebovich, J. Len, K. Hendrickson,
A. Shen, H. van Es, M. Azemun, A Parker, E. Cheney, L. Herendeen, J. Lung, J. Gregory, A. Cheeseman, H.
Ort, A. Davis, Z. Porton, A. Berts, K. Fatemi, and K Nelson. Pictured but not staff members: Joel Jacobson and
Dennis Hong.
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Unique's New System
Unique "brings together works of talented people in the school. It helps

peoples' gifts surface and be compiled," according to Jenny Kang, Unique's

co-editor. Unique instated a new grading system with a four point scale.

Therefore, "people had to decide if the the art piece was good or bad. There

was no middle," co-editor Erin Reep said. Jenny Kang developed new

grading sheets so that the staff could critique submissions better. The sheets

provided spaces for comments so that artists could resubmit their work with

revisions and get a higher grade, according to Leslie Lundeen, another co-

editor. The categories included imagery and line formation for poetry, theme

for short stories, originality for all art forms and others for the various kinds of

submissions. Also, Unique added color for an extra flourish.

Unique members pictured above: J- Lee, S. Tredway, A. FogeJ, Z. Porton, J- Song.J Gucza, Y.

Cataneo, J. Kang, A. Wen, J. Hsui, A. Shen, L. Lundeen, E. Reep

Etymologists Untangle Words
Etymological Society "got people together who enjoy talking about words,"

Etymological Society's co-founder Judy Clifton said. The members of Ety-

mological Society spent their Friday meetings during lunch talking about the

definitions of words, discussing the etymolgy of words, and playing word games,

co-founder Anna Pervuhkin said. The members of Etymological Society were so

proud of their club that they bought uniforms consisting of beanies "to encourage

club spirit," accotding to Judy Clifton. Ms. Lauglin thought that Judy and Anna

wanted to show that they were not ashamed of theit club and displayed it by

wearing something "nerdy." Etymological society compiled a scrap book con-

sisting of unusual words or words with interesting uses and articles discussing

languages. Members pictured above: Sponsor R. Laughlin, S. Baunsgard, A.

Robbins, A. Peck, A. Pervukhin, J. Clifton, D. Wade, T. Day.

18
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Pictured above: Tim Lin, Cathy Goodall, Ellen Eishen, Juwan Song, Richard Lin, Angela Sohn, Laurel Herendeen,

Joyce Lee, Lito Papanicholas, Karen Yairi, Michelle Garcia, Jyana Gregory, Leslie Lundeen, Ms. Kaplan, Alison

Cheeseman, Jannie Lung, Kim Nelson, Mojgone Azemun, Melissa Schoeplein, Elizabeth Murphy, Jane Dokko.

Students For A

Better World

Continue Efforts
Mojgone and Cathy returned from summer vacation ready

to make the world a better place. The group prepared

meals for Matthew House, continued the tradition of

Captain Tidy, and sent toys and supplies to a preschool in

South Africa. At the semester, when their term was over,

Elizabeth M. and Ellen E. enthusiastically took charge.

Elizabeth light-heartedly said she "could save not only our

school but the entire planet." However, on a more serious

note, she said, "I think the change of leaders went

smoothly, and we will continue to make meals for Mat-

thew House, create new recycling programs, and (do)

many other projects."

Michelle makes a living at the Golden Goat!
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Music Program

Grows Steadily
Most people involved with Uni's music program felt that orchestra,

chorus and madrigals had a great year. Although Rick Murphy found
eighth hour sometimes difficult, he was pleased with the size of chorus
and the balance in orchestra. The size of these classes grew this year,

with 60 in orchestra, 90 in chorus and 17 in madrigals. Rick Murphy
said he hopes that in the future, there could be two seperate choirs, one
singing classical music and the other singing "lighter" pieces. Despite
the budget crunches this year, Murphy felt that enthusiasm was as

high as ever.

Orchestra members pictured above: L. Chang, A. Cobb, P. Folk, B. Halfwas-
sen, A. Isaacson, E. Kinase-Leggett, H. Koenker, J. Miles, N. Miller, L.

Schmidt, L. Selvaraj, R. Tessin, S. Bavishi, A. Cheeseman, D. Fay, Amy Fogel,
T. Grace, J. Grucza, M. Schoeplein, A. Sohn, J. Song, A. Berts, A, Grossman,'
H. Hock, E. Joncich, R. Lebenson, E. Lee, R. Parker, J. Pursley, M. Robin-
Abbott, J. Clifton, Aran Fogel, J. Lee, P. Lin, T. Tang, C Wang, J. Auler, B.
Bognar, A. Cziko, C. Garcia, J. Ho, R. Lin, J. Luth, P. Misztal, S. Oono, T.
Preece, B. Sobkoviak, S. Sutton, A. Trefzger, D. Zych, J. Thorn

20 Madrigals Pictured Above: Mark Mohr, Michael Bekiares, David Kim, Adam Wengert, Carl Crawford, Cathy Goodall, Yvette Cataneo, Andrea Musrain, Erin
Grant, Eddie Lee, Joyce Lee, Jennifer Kang, Rachel Lebenson, Alison Cheeseman
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Chorus members piaured: S. Shair, M. Jamison, D.

Bopp, E. Chaney, C- Crawford, E. Dershowitz, K.

Fatemi, E. Grant, J. Gregory, A. Grossman, D.

Hong, E. Joncich, R. Lebenson, E. Lee, A. Mustain,

H. Ort, L. Papanicolas, A, Parker, Molly Robin-

Abbott, M. Shoemaker, D. Warfel, S. Baunsgard, M.

Bekiares, Y. Cataneo, C, Curran, A. Fogel, M. Fo-

land, J. Kang, J. Lee, M. Mohr, M. Morgan, A.

Neatrour, T. Nguyen, A, Peck, K, Schrepfer, I,

Stasheff, A. Voik, A. Wengert, J. Bacevich, S.

Braden, E. Christman, C. Henson, E. King, A. Leff,

R. Lin, D. Marshall, L. Murphy, A. Rajeswaren, S.

Rempe, J. Glish, R. Gurney, H. Koenker, T.

Monahan, G. Paik, A. Robbms, L. Selvaraj, J. Tang,

J. Wilson, E Vang, E. Bokamba, C. Cary, A.

Cheeseman, J. Dokko, M. Finch, ]. Finkin, C.

Goodall, J. Grucza, D. Kim, T. Lin, E. Murphy, M.

Schoeplein, A. Shen, A. Sohn, ). Song, J. Wachtel,

K. Wierman, L. Liu, M. Magee, Megan Robin-

Abbott, M. Dao, J. Lung, A. Moore, A. O'Connor.J.

Rogers, A. Berts, A. Davis, T. Day, M. Garcia, J.

Greeley, J. Hsui, J. Jacobson, S. Meares, D.

Borgeson, J. Park, A- Wen
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Chess, Hiss, and Ping-Pong

Clubs Rock the Halls
The chess club, comprised of about 20 members, devoted time during lunch

on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays to stretch their intellectual limits

playing this age-old game. Under the direction of Chris Butler, the members

"greatly improved their skills" and enjoyed themselves in the process.

Members of HISS (Historical Simulation Society) spent their Wednesday

afternoons playing simulation games of historical eras. The five history

enthusiasts involved themselves in two games: Civilization, which is "about

the rise of civilization in the Mediterranean and the Near East" and Brittania,

a game that "covers the history of Britain from the Roman conquest to the

Norman conquest," according to sponsor Mr. Butler.

Ping Pong club met in Uni Gym during fifth hour on Tuesdays, and eighth

on Fridays to practice their skills. The group was large enough (30 members)

to conduct an intramural ping-pong tournament, with the winning team

receiving $20 cash. Members of the club also taught two Agora Days classes

which were "primarily for training and improvement," according to sponsor

Mr. Bergandine. "Everyone always has a good time," Bergandine stated.

Peter "Cocky" Chou hams it up at the chess meet

'7/*

,
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Ping-pong members: E. Chen, C. Hochman, L. Chang, S. Thorn, J. Tsai, E. Chou, J. Chang, A. Shen, J

Greeley, P. MisztaJ, D Bergandine, D. Sohn, J. Song, A. Sohn, M. Minear, T. Tang, S. Bavishi, J.

Thompson, G. Gruschow
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Pictured Above: Jessica Pursley, Kelly Schrepfer, Phil Lin, Jenny Hsui, Tracy Sonka, Alex Berts, Christie Quran,

Amy Wen, and Joyce Lee.

Organization Leads

to Successful

Agora Days
Agora Days finally took place

after the school procrastinated

and turned in eighty outlines on

the last day. With the lead-

ership of Joyce Lee and Amy
Wen, Agora Days went flying

through with classes like Search

For Yourself, "Tackle" Foot-

ball, and important classes (i.e.

Yearbook) that happened all

day long. Both Joyce and Amy
agreed that "our hard work

finally paid off with a great

week of classes." Deep emotions

were evoked in many students

as Agora Days was described as

being "refreshing," "relaxing,"

and "intellectually stimulat-

ing." Freshman Tim Monahan

adored Waters of Babylon be-

cause "I like the historical sim-

ulation." Juniors Kian Fatemi,

Alex Betts, and Eddie Lee

thought it was "cool to teach a

class." It was nice for the stu-

dent body to take a nice break

from school and studying.

25



Science Society

Leads Area
Science Society, comprised of students from all

classes, defended Uni's honor at numerous scho-

lastic competitions. These contests included Sci-

ence Olympiad, Science Bowl, and JETS. All

members worked hard, brushing up their

knowledge on subjects ranging from rocks and

fossils to genetics. In addition to the "basic"

quiz-type format in competition, Science Society

members also faced contests challenging them to

build the fastest mousetrap vehicle or devise the

softest landing contraption for a dropped egg.

While these may not seem like applicable, use-

ful skills to acquire, Science Society "makes you

think. The problem-solving skills will come in

handy later on," according to senior member Ho
Sun Hwang. Their hard work led to a first place

finish at the Regionals of Science Olympiad.

Science Society members: P. Lin, E. Jassim, J. Greeley, O. Jassim, H. Hwang, C. Crawford, A. Peck, M. Robin-

Abbott, E. Lee, Mr. Stone, M. Foland, J. Clifton, A. Pervukhin, E. Jassim, M. Minear

PACE Joins Uni Clubs
PACE (Politics and Current Events) enjoyed its inaugural year as a club at Uni in 1991-

1992. Founded by Eric Phillips and sponsored by Mr. Butler, PACE attempted to address

current affairs and politics on a local, national, and international level. The dub met every

Friday and informed its members of the hottest topics. It certainly was an informative and

educational club, and Uni's lucky to have this new organization.

26



Language Clubs Active
The language clubs tantalized the school another year with theit awesome bake

sales. New activities abounded in the clubs, as the clubs hoped to raise money for

various events, including field trips.

German Club, headed by seniors Dana Wagner and Christie Curran, raised

money for future field trips to the German part of Chicago. The German Club

also enjoyed an exchange student from Germany during the beginning of the

school year. Activities included German Black Forest Cherry Cake sales and

German potato salad sales. No photos were available.

Russian Club's new activity was a Russian choir which sang wonderful Russian

folk songs and traditional Slavic tunes. They also held their annual spring

banquet to support exchanges and class trips. No photos were available.

Latin Club, led by president Andrea Peck, held lasagna sales to support trips to

Chicago museums and the trip to Rome during Agora Days. The trip lasted

seven days, and the group remained in Rome for most of the week, with an

excursion to Naples for a day.

Ms. Newman points out where the Latin Club will venture in Italy.

Latin Club members: A. Peck, J. Wolf, A. Fernandez, A. Fogel, C. Steigmann, Ms. Newman, R. Reingold, L. Wraight,

N. Sharabash, L. Lundeen, A. Krasavin, V. Newman, D. Wade

Math Club Participation Dwindles
The past year was not a prosperous one, in terms of attendance at the weekly meetings, for Math Club. Participation at the weekly

Tuesday meetings during 8th hour was low, but participation in the contests remained high. Contests included the AHSME,
ICTM, and MathCounts (for Subbies only). When asked why participation was low, Che-Wei Wang responded that "people

just don't seem to have the time." Showings at the contests did not to seem to suffer much, though; Uni remained at the top of

the team contests with several individual winners. The underclassmen participated in Math Club more actively than the

upperclassmen, as they enjoyed working on challenging math problems over lunch hour.
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Cheerleaders:

A New Look
The cheerleaders of 1991-1992 brought a new look to the

Uni basketball games. With new uniforms and cheers,

they dazzled the crowds and never lacked enthusiasm.

New uniforms, consisting of tie-dyed shorts and shirts,

also added to the unique look of the cheerleaders. Ac-

cording to cheerleader Sang Lee, "we wanted to be

original. We didn't like last year's uniforms, and we

wanted to break the stereotype (of traditional cheerleaders

with traditional uniforms)." Sang also added that they

learned many new lifts and cheers this year to help add to

the enthusiasm of the crowds. In spite of these additions

to cheerleading, the motivation for partipating remained

the same. As Jenne Glish said, "It's fun."

Pictured above: Sponsor: Adele Suslick; Members: Sari Karplus, Leena Selvaraj, Jenne Glish, Sophia Wahba, Lilly Liu, Sang

Lee, Rebecca Gurney
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Lounge Causes

Controversy

Glancing into the lounge, it appears to simply

be a hangout for Uni students. Some are playing

cards, reading, talking, playing fooseball, or

simply lounging. A wild mix of music echoes

into the hallway. However, the lounge was the

center of many controversies. Students contin-

ued to debate the continuance of handprints on

the wall. Said Lounge Commitee President and

senior Mojgone Azemun, "some students feel

that we should paint over old handprints so that

our class can put our handprints all together." In

mid-February, an unknown person broke into

the lounge and painted the entire lounge floor

red, spraypainted black dots and stenciled in the

words: "Censor this — Pogo." This cost the

school nearly $700, initiating discussions about

closing the lounge and turning it into a class-

room. It was an exciting year for the lounge, and

it may have been its last.

Stimulating lounge conversation abounds at all times.

Lounge Committee members pictured above: M. Azemun, D. Borgeson, D. Das, J.

Wolf, T. Nguyen. Pictured but not a member: C. Curran. Members but not pictured: K.

Nelson and C. Steigmann

Caty says: "I prefer them THIS size. .

."
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In the middle of the big fooseball game, Andy starts

reciting "Little bunny Foo Foo went hopping through

the forest.

The evil men of Uni.

Please, don't tell my dad!

30
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Freshmen twist the night away.

Amy tells the photographer, "I wouldn't have

taken that picture if I were you...."

There's no way Barb will recognize my sig-

nature — heh heh heh!!
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Alex promises not to look as Tim

genetously gives Alex birthday

presents.

Melinda calculate:: the chance of meet-

ing a beautiful guy at Uni and stares

in shock at the minuscule number.

Awwwwww Erin and Etga —
Class of 1993 s Most Likely to be

Married.
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tiring

The majority of the Uni High student body looked

to athletics to unwind and spend time with their

friends while pursuing their individual goals.

Whether it was swimming or running, basketball,

soccer, or track, students took to the "field" either to

cheer on the Illineks, or push for the win. 1991-

1992 sports kept the spirit alive and the stands

packed.
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UNI GIRLS RUN TO
STATE & CAPTURE

THIRD PLACE
Puny Uni? Yeah right. The girls' cross-country team won all of their dual meets,

invitationals, and even regionals. They went on to place third at both sectionals

and at state. How many runners at other schools can boast of their season's

highlight as "being ranked number one?" The girls' season was "intense and full

of ups and downs," said Co-Captain Amy Parker. In between their rigorous

training, they had time for taking truck rides, going on ice cream runs, and

driving around in circles. Parker thought the team was the "hardest working

cross-country team that (she has) ever been on." Team member Cindy Wang
thought the season was "hard" yet "exhilerating" while fellow team member

Nadine Nicholson will always remember "the pack."

Pictured left to right: Amanda Isaacson, Lindsey Schmidt, Amy Parker, Nadine Nicholson, Maria

Shoemaker, Alison Cheeseman, Lautel Herendeen, Christina Cary, Melinda Minear, Jennifer Hsui,

Anne Volk, Cindy Wang, Eman Jassim, and Molly Robin-Abbott.
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Eman, Lindsey, and Alison battle the el-

ements at Derweiler Park in Peoria for the

state meet.

Cindy takes tips as the master of the

weightroom pumps up.

Scoreboard
MEET PLACE

Chrisman Classic 1st

Paxton Invite 1st

Tuscola 1st

St.Joseph-Ogden Invite 1st

Notmal Invite 1st

Mahomet-Seymour 1st

Amboy Invite 1st

Regionals-Paxton 1st

Sectionals-Mahomet 3rd

State-Peoria 3rd
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Omar sets the pace for the other runners.

Scoreboard
MEET PLACE

Chrisman Classic 9th

Paxton Invite 8th

Tuscola Invite 4th

St.Joseph-Ogden Classic 16th

Normal Invite 8th

Mahomet-Seymour Invite 7th

Amboy Invite 17th

Regionals-Paxton 2nd

Sectionals-Mahomet 11th

While Peter contemplates the meaning of life, the rest of the team lifts.
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Guys in Tights? It's

not madrigals. . .It's

boys' cross country!!!

Pillow fights at Amboy, fac-

ing bad weather, driving in

circles, it seemed as if the

boys' cross-country team
didn't do any running. But

they did run, and when they

did it was not easy. They ran

through "the blinding rain,"

according to team member
Alyx Parker, due to bad

weather at meets. The boys

finished in the top ten at six

of their nine meets, includ-

ing a second place finish at

regionals. Peter Folk found it

exciting just to be "on the

team." Team co-captain

Chris Kelly must have run

too hard because he thought

it was neat when "Das got

third at state." The team

was satisfied with their best

season in recent history and

next year, they will once

again, "wear the tights for

Laurel."

Ho Sun still hasn't

noticed that he veered

off the face coutse.

Pictured Above: Omar Jassim, Chris Kelly, Phil Lin, Adam Wengert, Jeff
Schomer, Chad Richardson, Ho Sun Hwang, Alyx Parker, and Robert
Parker.
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UNprecedented Number of Soccer

Wins Highlights the 1991-1992 Season
The 1991 soccer team had a record breaking season.

They broke the 1987 record of 9 wins in a home game

against Mattoon. They were down 0-2 at the half and

came back to win the game 3-2. Co-captains Dave Das

and Brian Frizzell commented on the game, "it was

nice to finish our senior year with a comeback victory

against Mattoon." Coach Scott remarked, "the

strengths of this team were great leadership from the

upperclassmen, toughness, ability to work together for

a common cause, freshmen and sophomores being able

to contribute immediately, and the spirit of Uni High

soccer." The tradition of the Uni soccer spirit con-

tinued as former Uni player, Doug Jolly, along with

the father of Steve and Jeff, Colin Thorn, returned to

help coach the team. Senior Jason Wolf commented

that they were extremely helpful and "very valuable."

The team finished the season with 12 wins and 6

losses. Freshman Jeff Thorn said, "we had a lot of

fun." Coach Scott summed up the season saying he

was, "very happy with the way we played this season.

We got the most out of what we were given."

Coach Scott, Aaron O'Connor, Dave Borgeson, Brian FnzzelJ, Dave Das, Steve Thorn, Jason Rogers, Jaso

Moore, Coach Jolly, Dave Deschler, Kumar Das, Jeff Thorn, Brent Halfwassen, Dylan Morgan, Sanavo

l Wolf. Austin

Dasgupta, Leif

Dave does what he does best!
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The Thorns puncture the opposition!

Scoreboard

US GAME THEM

3 JUDAH 1

9 KANKAKEE
4 CHARLESTON 1

1 Centennial 3

5 NORMAL C.

1 Mattoon 3

2 Westville

3 Judah 2

3 BLUE MOUND 2

URBANA 5

Danville 6

6 WESTVILLE 2

4 Normal Calvary

3 MATTOON 2

11 Danville Baptist 3

2 Charleston 3

1 Blue Mound
Danville 3



Swim Team pictured above: Coach Al Ledgin, Z. Porton, D. Block, A.

Davis, J. Miles, L. Selveraj, E. Kinase-Leggett, T. Sonka, E. Grant, M.

Flynn, H. van Es, J. Pursley,J. Grucza, L. Glaser, N. Miller, C. Curran, H.

Ort

"On your marks, get set...." The swimmer on the far right obviously doesn't

have very good listening skills.
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Swimmers Pull

to Great

Improvements
The swim team, a.k.a "The Peppa Club," trained hard this

year. They had hard workouts, swimming lots of yardage,

three mornings a week. The other two mornings of the week

they lifted weights, with less strenuous practices in the

afternoon. The upperclassmen turned in consistent

performances, and the underclassmen improved tremendously

throughout the season. The team capped off the season with a

terrific sectional meet. Aside from some injuries halfway

through the season, the team placed seventh at the sectional

meet. The girls still managed to have fun, however, as the

season was regarded as, "my favorite year in swimming,"

according to senior Heidi van Es.

Picture far right corner: Al embarasses Christie over the mega-

phone, so EVERYONE can hear.
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Girls b-ball team: Coach Lynne Peck, Jill Bacevich, Robyn

Colomb, Christine Garcia, Coach Marsha Mohr, Anne-

Marie Cziko, Bridget Rogers, and Moe Kyin.

Boys b-ball team: Coach Rick Murphy, R. Lin, J. Wachtel, D. Murphy,

S. Nafziger, T. Ulen, P. Saunders, J. Ho, B. Brothers, S. Solomon, D.

Marshall, M. McClintock, D. Wade, J. Auler, and J. Hurst.



Subbie B-ball and X-Country

Reach New Heights
The subbie basketball teams, divided into a boy's A and B team and a girl's team, wotked hatd and improved during their respective

seasons. Mr. Murphy and alumnus Doug Jolly coached the boys' teams, while Alumni Lynn Peck and Marsha Moore coached the girls'

team. Moe Kyin thought the girls' teams really had "team spirit and hustled." Dan Murphy, a starter for the boys' A team, agreed, saying,

"we're very good at teamwork." Ted Yulun, another starter for the boys' A team, thought the team consisted of "a bunch of good players."

Steven Nafziger, also a boys' A team starter, said, "we'll be the best basketball team Uni has ever seen as seniors." Christina Gatcia, a

player on the girls' team, put it most simply when she said, "we're awsome."

Subbie cross-country continued on for another year with three lone runners on the team, Anne-Marie Cziko, Matt McClintock, and Chris

Gorski. They participated in regionals and two team members went on to compete at the state meet. Anne-Marie placed second at

regionals. "I didn't like morning practices, and I got nervous before meets. Still, I'm planning to join Cross-Country again next year," said

Anne- Marie.

Anne-Marie runs hard at her re-

gionals meet. No team photo was

available.

Lynn explains the "attack

plan" for the second quar-

ter.
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A Building Year for Girls' J.V.
The 1991 girls' junior varsity went through many changes this year. According to head coach Sally Walker, "We had more girls

go out this year than in years past. It was nice to have such a large team because it will really help next year's varsity."

In addition to having 16 girls go out, the team also had a new coach. Faculty member Karen Hellyer took the place of past J.V.

coach Josie Todd. Hellyer was pleased with the improvements made by the team and is confident that with another year of

experience the girls will have an even better season next year.

The girls on the team agreed. Said junior Tracy Sonka: "We were able to learn the basics of basketball in a really fun way. And
now that we have them down, it will only make us better for varsity."

The JV posted a 4-11 season, ending the year with a "very strong game at Cissna Park," said Amy Parker.

ft freTlll
Pictured Above: Elizabeth Murphy, Jennifer Steigmann, Maria Shoemaker, Allison Cobb, Melissa Shoeplein,

Magdalena Gianola, Coach Karen Hellyer, Tracy Sonka, Molly Jamison, Nola Miller, Sapna Cheryan, Lindsey

Schmidt, Megan Robin-Abbot, Ellen Eischen, Amy Fogel, Wenlan Cheng, and Amanda Isaacson.



Boys' Junior Varsity Builds for 1993
Tony Roth returned this year to coach the 1992 boys' junior varsity basketball team with the help of volunteer coach Tom
Caulfield. The boys started off the season "on a bad note," according to freshman Tim Monahan. Monahan went on to say that

"there was plenty of raw talent, but most of the season was spent reviewing fundamentals." Steve Thorn added, "I think the

team will be much better next year. We've had some time to play together and build some team chemistry." This team unity was

reflected in two victories over Champaign Judah Christian, making the team "twin-city champs in Coach Scott's eyes." Though

they had trouble in the beginning, the J.V. ended the season, pulling their record up to 10 wins and 8 losses.

Tim tries to impress the guys with his imaginary ball shot.
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Girls' Varsity Finds Edge
Coach Sally Walker was "pleased and surprised" with her 1991 girls' varsity basketball team. Walker said, "this is the first time

in many years that I can actually say this team met it's full potential. We pulled together and won some tough ball games."

Finishing the season 14-11, Walker boasts this year's team as the fourth most winningest girls' varsity team in history. The
success of the team was attributed to the close team effort and the leadership of seniors Mojgone Azemun, Cyndi Liebovich, Amy
Parker, and Andrea Peck. Parker, co-captain with Peck, led team rebounding and scoring. She also was a recipient of the

McDonald's All Area Award for her 3 1 point effort in a Uni High win over the Oakland Lady Oaks. The highlight of the season

according to Cyndi Liebovich was Senior Night where the varsity topped Bement — "We were down at the half, but we came
back and smeared them. I was pretty nervous, but in the last quarter a bunch of their girls fouled out and they only had four girls

on the court."

Pictured Above: Coach Sally Walker, Elizabeth Murphy, Allison Cobb, Jennifer Steigmann, Maria Shoemaker, Amy Parker, Melissa Schoeplein, Andrea Peck, Amy Fogel, Nola Miller,

Melinda Minear, Mojgone Azemun, Cyndi Liebovich, Erin Grant, and Tracy Sonka.

Scoreboard
UNI GAME THEM

28 Danville 43

48 Urbana 49

27 Cresent City 47

48 JAMAICA 47

58 ROSSVILLE-ALVIN 36

38 Normal U-High 47

48 Melvin-Sibley 32

26 Urbana 47

56 WAPELLA 31

40 VILLA GROVE 43

31 MELVIN-SIBLEY 26

55 Armstrong 57

46 BLUERIDGE 44

67 OAKLAND 40

42 TRI-VALLEY 33

37 Heritage 29

53 Chrisman 78

41 Jamaica 54

42 Oakland 38

41 BEMENT 38

65 Wapella 27

48 Chrisman 79

46 Fisher 32

51 Cissna Park 44



Amy P. shreiks as Erin and Mo fade off the court.

Cyndi and #35 do the Lady Oak Polka.
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Boys' Varsity Stays Determined
Boys' Varsity basketball team "had a rough season." Sophomore Jason Rogers commented,"We had a lot of talent, but we just

couldn't come together as a team." Team talent included that of seniors David Borgeson, Dave Das, Brian Frizzell, Chris Kelly,

and Jason Wolf. However, Coach Tom Scott added,"our younger players needed experience but they were influential in our

play. . .especially Joel (Jacobson) and (Tim) Monahan. They'll be ready for next year with the effort they're putting in."

This effort carried through to a Senior Night upset of Decatur Christian. Though Uni was down by 11 at the half, they came

back to win it 55-48.

Pictured At Left: Coach Roth,

B. Frizzell, S. Thorn, E. Berg, J.

Jacobson, C. Kelly, T.

Monahan, D. Das, Coach Scott,

D. Krier, J. Rogers, C. Rich-

ardson, J. Wolf, A. Liebovich,

A. Moore.

Scoreboard

UNI GAME THEM

47 Armstrong 79

33 MELVIN-SIBLEY 34

56 Normal Calvary 85

73 Rossville-Alvin 76

38 JACKSONVILLE I.S.D. 48

54 WapeUa 56

31 CISSNA PARK 84

61 DANVILLE 53

66 NEWMAN 74

49 DELAND 73

55 OAKLAND 64

49 JUDAH 43

47 Chrisman 48

66 Kansas 64

60 Deland-Weldon 74

56 NORMAL 66

71 Danville Baptist 59

60 JAMAICA 76

70 JUDAH 56

55 DECATUR 48



"The faculty of

Uni High is a

diverse group in

which everyone is

rather intense and

individualistic."

— Audrey Wells
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UN derstanding

The staff of Uni High kept the school together. With their effort and care, students found meaning in

Shakespeare and logic in basic mathematics. Teachers taught the material, the Administration kept

students on track, and the office staff made sure everyone made it to class on time, but they all also

joked around, gossiped in the halls, and sometimes they took the time to listen. . .and that's what

made the difference.



HENRY MEARES
JOINS

ADMINISTRATION
AS NEW |

PRINCIPAL
The new principal, Dr. Henry Meares, started the year with

what he described as "a hearty, warm welcome" from students

and faculty alike. He looked forward to "interacting with

people" in a school situation that is "different than what (he)

has been accoustomed to at public schools.." Dr. Meares hoped

to deal with the budget crisis by looking at new resources around

the U of I. He planned to do this by building a "stronger

network across the university campus" to get money for the

school. Supporting Meares was assistant director Joel Crames

with his new office on the second floor, Randy Musselman who
helped deal with money problems, Ms. Gutowski who kept

alumni involved with the school, and the ever-friendly and

resourceful secretaries, Barb Aschenbrenner and Cathy Eades.

As far as other major events affecting the office, the school

installed an elevator for handicapped access, and the office had

to be remodeled as a result. Though the construction made the

office "awfully noisy" according to Barb, she thought the

elevator was worth the trouble to have handicapped access to the

upper floors.

Meares briefs Student Council on The Financial Situation.

Crames gets coy with the camera.

Pictured above: Randy Musselman, Cathy Eades, Lori Baker, and Barb Ashenbrenner.
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COUNSELING
REDUCED TO TWO

Two counselors handled the counseling office this year, instead of the three in years

past. Jeff Smith was both the junior and senior class counselor, and he also took over

the position of college counselor following Joan Levy's retirement at the conclusion of

the 90/9 1 school year. The position of College Counselor, which was cut for financial

reasons, concerned Mr. Smith because of the added responsibilty to his job. He hopes

to have the college counselor position reinstated so, "people don't fall through the

cracks." He kept busy helping the seniors in their college quests, keeping student

records, and acting as an academic/social counselor.

Dean Davis Smith was subbie, freshman, and sophomore counselor, dealing primarily

with their academic and social concerns. She was also a PFO representative and handled

the PSAT and career development programs. Lori Baker, the secretary for both the

counseling department and Mr. Crames, handled things such as locker notes and, said

Lori, "kept all the counselors in line."
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English Remains Unpredictable
The English teachers decided to take a stance on

multi-culturalism by adding new books to the

curriculum. Journalism and Freshman English

teacher, Jenny Burns, said the department add-

ed the novels to give Uni literature a more

diversified base.

Dorothy Fuller, Sophomore English and Cre-

ative Writing teacher, added The Dispossessed,

the first science fiction novel in Uni curriculum.

Adele Suslick, taught the sub-freshmen, while

adding the Joy Luck Club to the Senior English

curriculum to teach about the ' 'Asian-American

experience," said department-head Audrey

Wells, who taught Sub-freshman English and

Social Advocacy.

New novels weren't the only surprises. Senior

Debates continued after almost being replaced

with a persuasive speech program.

Rosemary Laughlin had some surprises of her

own. She scared her sub-freshmen and junior

classes with her annual Halloween costume.

!

I

I

David Kim attempts to con

Ms. Fuller into giving him

extra-credit.

Ms. Burns swoons over a

passage in Beowulf.

Pictured right: Audfey Wells,

Rosemary Laughlin, Adele Sus-

lick, Jennifer Burns, and Dorothy

Fuller.
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Freshmen listen as Mr. Butler explains the fundamentals of Western

Civilization.

Ms. Wheeler hams it up for the camera to entertain her Juniors.

Students Find UNimaginable

Advances in Social Studies

Every student in a Social Studies class using text books noticed the "new"

stickers on their covers. Teachers Barbara Wysocki, Joanne Wheeler, and

Phillipa Kaplan attempted to improve the curriculums with updated books.

Changes in the department also targeted course concepts. Far East units were

added to Western Civilization to make the curriculum more multicultural. Also,

Ms. Kaplan received a grant to build software for sophomore geography. Mr.

Buder opted to make improvements as well. He added a unit on Chinese history

to his class plan in a format he described as,"the same, old, boring flowchart

stuff.
'

'

Social Advocacy was another course that underwent alterations. The class nearly

doubled in size and spawned into a full year. Despite these changes, it remained

basically the same as in past years. Questions such as: "What marks a healthy

society?, Who or what creates culture?, Is a government responsible for the

people in its country?, How do you define yourself?," continued to be probed by

the students. Guest speakers and field trips educated the class and every class

member was required to participate in "Social Advocacy in Practice." This

meant students volunteered in the community in agencies which ranged from

the Women's Emergency Shelter to Our Gang Daycare Center.

Another class which attempted to combine two schools of thought was Ms.

Kaplan's. She attempted to establish a cross-curriculum with Dorothy Fuller's

English class. African and Latin American music, poetry, and, of course, history

were an integral interaction between the two courses. Ms. Kaplan also tried to

extend an outreach program and attended a conference in San Antonio, TX in

February.

Pictured: Chris Butler, Joanne Wheeler, Phillipa Kaplan, Barbara Wysocki
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Chris Thompson
and Carol Bond dis-

cuss teaching tech-

niques.



Foreign Language

UNdergoes Changes
The Foreign Language department faced many changes with the addition of German

teacher Paul Weilmuenster and Russian teacher Maria Wolkanowski. Mr Weilmuen-

ster, who taught German I through IV, found Uni different from other schools where

he had been. In future years, Mr. Weilmuenster hopes to develop a student exchange

with a German school.

The new Russian teacher, Maria Wolkanowski, taught Russian II and IV. She

emphasized verbal and comprehension skills in her classes more than has been done in

previous years.

Also added this year was Japanese II, the second phase in the transformation of

Japanese into a four year program. Lone Japanese teacher Chris Thompson worked on

an exchange program in the Japanese Language Teacher's network, an international

network for the communication ofJapanese teachers.

Diane Loyet, teacher of Russian I and III, replaced Ms. Bernhard in the language lab.

Thete was no exchange with the Physical Technical School in Leningrad due to the

small number of Russian students, but the exchange will resume in future years.

With no changes in the French program, teachers Carol Bond, Severine Arlabosse, and

Alain Fresco kept on teaching students the "language of love."

Francis Newman, the sole Latin teacher, was "excited" about the Latin trip to Rome
planned to occur during Agora Days.

Clockwise from upper left: Francis Newman, Severine Arlabosse, Maria Wolka-

nowski, Diane Loyer, Paul Weilmuensrer, Alain Fresco, Chris Thompson, Carol

Bond
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CALLAHAN PROVIDES

"UNIQUE" ADDITION TO

MATH DEPARTMENT
After the loss of Calculus and Geometry teacher Debra Woods, Susan Callahan joined the

Math Department. Ms. Callahan traded in her job as Sydney the Koala at the San Diego

Zoo to teach Uni students Calculus, Accelerated Calculus, and Geometry. "She's

enlightened and creative. She makes Geometry a fun learning experience," said soph-

omore Geometry student Elizabeth Murphy.

Ms. Callahan joined fellow math teachers Pat McLaughlin, Elizabeth Jockusch, and Carol

Castellon in their strive for excellence in mathematics. Ms. Jockusch said she will always

remember this year as "the year of the elevator." As for changes in the Math Department,

Pat hopes to have "more classes 8th period and on the 4th floor so that we can be more

like Mr. Murphy."
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SCIENCE

EXCITED OVER

CHANGES
The science department went through a series of

changes. Mr. Stone taught two sections of Ad-

vanced Biology and one of Intro-Biology, while Ms.

Lu took over two Intro-Biology classes. "It would

be nice if everybody thought biology was beautiful

because it is," said Ms. Lu. Physics continued to be

taught by Ms. Asbell-Clark, and Mr. Bergandine

amazed the sophomores, juniors, and seniors with

the wonders of chemistry. Students spent a con-

siderable amount of time in the computer lab.

Why? Mr. Bergandine explained: "For the first year

we're using a supercomputer networked with NC-
SA computers." The students use the computers to

better understand the fundamentals of chemistry.

Said student Ellen Eischen, "It's really cool to watch

the experiments on the screen." Ms. Morris, de-

partment head, taught subbies the proper method

to write scientific labs and test products. In ad-

dition, she gave the background knowledge nec-

essary for future Uni High courses.
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BYTE out of Grime!
John Turner kept Uni clean, despite the daily student chaos. The janitorial staff was

supplemented by five Uni students, along with a few U of I students. Junior Yulun

Yang, Seniors Sharad Satsangi, Cyndi Liebovich, Nadine Nicholson, and Phil Lin

were employed to wash dishes, wipe tables, and organize supplies in the kitchen,

along with taking down old signs around the school and cleaning lounge.

Computer Science teacher, Peter Kimble, again taught freshmen the basics of

computer history and programming. They went on the annual trip to Chicago,

where the freshmen followed Word Perfect clues to win assorted prizes. On the way

home, the group stopped for a "byte" to eat.

For the more adventurous students, there was always Mr. Kimble's advanced

computer class: Pascal. The group built on their basic knowledge of computer

language to learn the computer variant of the Language of Love.

Peter Kimble, a RAMbunctious

kinda guy, poses for the cover of

Computer Now.

Coach Scott, upon seeing rhe cool

Yearbook photographer, hides the

cracking whip behind his back.

l
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P.E. Department
UNbeatable
With this year's budget cuts, even the P.E. Department had to

make adjustments. A special fund was started for parents to

donate money specifically to the athletic program. Athletic

Director Sally Walker explained that efforts were made to

"make cuts behind the scenes," so the actual sporting events

would not be affected.

P.E. teachers, Al Ledgin, Tom Scott, and Bonnie Moxley, made
the sports classes "more exciting" by adding flag football, along

with intense fun during some old favorites, including pickle ball,

volleyball, and swimming. For another year the Fitness Program

continued to make a healthy impact and sponsor the Uni 5K

At Kenney Gym Pool, Jyana looks dev-

ilish in the pool while Kian celebrates

his water volleyball score.
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Fine Arts

In Action
According to conductor Richard Murphy, the orchestra, although smaller than

last year, was still packed with talent. "I feel we could go out comfortably and

perform for other schools," said Murphy. To back this up, the Orchestra planned

its first ever road tour. The size of the chorus was "good, with the largest group

of subbies ever!" The madrigal's 17 members "really get along well" and

performed "a lot during the holiday season." Under Laura Reneau's supervision,

Uni thespians put out their first ever fall musical, "With A Wink And A Nod
And A Bow To The Times," a script written by Reneau. The production was "a

synthesis of all the Andy Hardy 'kids' musicals and a subde homage to 42nd

Street" and involved a larger number of developed roles for greater student

participation. "The addition of a fall musical was a break from routine," said

Reneau. "Any kind of routine is boring."

Karen Hellyer taught her art classes "a lot about drawing, painting, and the

elements and principles of design." She also enlightened subbies who did "3-D

cartooning." Students also competed in the Regional Scholastic Arts Com-

petition.
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Pictured at right: Frances Jacobson, Mindy

Foland, Michelle Broughton, Runelle

Shriver, and Vailey Oehlke.

Peter F. shelves all of the hooks that he has

finished reading.

Library On

The Move
Two major changes marked the opening of the library: the in-

stallation of the elevator shaft and a new computer terminal. The

library lost 15-20 square feet with the addition of the elevator, and

lines of student volunteers moved approximately 1000 books out of

the library and back. As a result, the library was closed during the

summer and didn't open until the fourth week of school.

Another addition to the library was the arrival of the new computer

card catalog. Before this year, the computer catalog mixed Uni

books in with the University online catalog. This made finding

books unnecessarily difficult. Over the summer, Uni librarians

created a computer file for Uni High books which, according to

head librarian Francis Jacobson, "could mean the difference be-

tween finding books and not finding books." The catalog also has a

record of Uni's magazines so that "the students have access to an

enormous variety of sources." The new catalog has received a warm

welcome from the students. "It's neat to see the students using the

computer," said librarian Vaily Oehlke.

So the library is back and here to stay. "We're really happy to be

back open" said Ms. Jacobson, "After all, what's a library without

people in it!"
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"It's nice being

underclassmen

because we

have a lot of

rime for fun

before college."

— Kumar Das

and Andy

Liebovich
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Uly forgettable
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To the seniors they were doorstops, but in reality they made up the bulk of the student population.

Providing the noise and the giggles amongst the stress ridden halls, the subbies through juniors made

up much of the Uni news. They led organizations, threw dances and raised money, and most

importandy they grew, so that one day they could be BIG, BAD SENIORS!

iff
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Jamie Auler

SUBFRESHMEN

The Subfreshmen, under the leadership of Richard Lin,

Anne-Marie Cziko, and Moe Kyin, increased their budget

with numerous bake-sales and a Christmas candy-gram

sale, as well as sponsoring the May dance. Although busy

adjusting to the weird atmosphere these new students

found time to compete in Science Olympiad and play cards

in the halls. Their outstanding talent in cross-country and

basketball excited Uni coaches and gave a promising

oudook for sports seasons to come.

r

Eve Christman

Robin Colomb

Daniel Cranston

Anne-Marie Cziko

Balazs Bognar Benjamin Brothers
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Eric King Matthew Modica
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Shoko Oono Susan Rempe
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Samantha Sutton Derek Wade
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She likes me! She really likes me! Katie knows chitlins.

V.
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FRESHMEN

The UNfearing Freshmen leaders, consisting of David

Asher (president), Cindy Wang (sec/treasurer), and

Nola Miller (representative), organized the Spring

Fling and New Year's Dance. Thanks to the throngs of

bake sales and Oriental Food Sales, the Freshmen fed

the school and we looked forward to them week after

week. The Freshmen also enjoyed their first year of

official petitioning from P.E., as they dazzled everyone

with their awesome athletic abilities.

Jennifer Alsberg Tim Ballard

Devorah Block

Leif Christianson

Louis Chang

Y
~
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Allison Cobb

Wenlen Cheng

Kumar Das

David Asher Serh Bank
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Sunavo Dasgupta

Drake Depew

David Deschkr

Peter Folk

Magda Gianola

Jennifer Glish

George Gruschow

Rebecca Gurney

Nasri Hajj

Brent Halfwassen

Megan Flynn

Emad Jassim

James Johnson

Sari Karplus

Elizabeth Kinase-Leggett
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Hannah Koenker

Joshua Kovacic

Sang Lee

Lilly Liu

Micah Magee

V
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Jani Miles

Tim Monahan

Dylan Morgan

Gian-Paolo Musumeci

Andrew Nicholson

Gene Paik

Heather Penrose

Deborah Reznek

Andy Liebovich Nola Miller
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Anne Robbins

Megan Robin-Abbott

Jori Ruppert-Felsot

Lindsey Schmidt

Charlotte Schulten

Leena Selvaraj

Doug Sohn

Joyce Tang
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John Taylor

Robyn Tessin

Jeff Thorn

Cindy Wang

Jennifer Wilson

Ellen Yang

Sophia Wahba Rishi Zutshi
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SOPHOMORES

Melanie Adcock

Jenny Auler

Eric Berg

Sophomore Representative Laura Glaser, President Me-

lissa Schoeplein, and Secretary-Treasurer Elizabeth Mur-

phy guided their classmates through a "hair-raising" year.

They attempted to hold many class meetings, sponsored

the awesome Winter Dance at Hillel, where they batded

with the obscure concept of kosher food, and in general

delighted the school with their superb talents in the

classroom and on the sports fields.

Sarah Challand

Alison Cheeseman

Minh Dao

Eyamba Bokamba Christina Cary
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Derik Fay Laurel Herendeen
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Molly Jamison

1

Kevin Mackie

Jennifer Lane

*

Steve Hilberg Seth Kerlin Austin Moore

Tim Lin

Nathaniel Hopkins David Kim Melissa Moore

Jannie Lung

Dan Krier Elizabeth Murphy
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Jessica Nolen El

Aaron O'Connor

Zipporah Porton

Jason Rogers

Melissa Schoeplein

Angela Shen

Casey Smith

Angela Sohn

Juwan Song

f"%

Linnea Terando

Jeremy Todd

Tim Rauschenberger Jennifer Steigmann
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Attack of the killer sophomores!
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Sean Barrett

Alex Betts

JUNIORS

Under the leadership of Lesley Lundeen (Pres.), Jyana Gregory (Rep.), and

Eddie Lee (Sec/Tres), the Juniors spent time planning and raising money for

prom. The money from their ethnic food bake sales helped to pay for rental costs

of Jumer's Casde Lodge. Dr. Laughlin taught them to appreciate literature and

creativity. With the arrival of a new U.S. History teacher, the Juniors learned to

adapt.

Abigail Davis

David Bopp Erga Dershowitt Michael Cardman Matt Colby

Picture

Not

Available

Jason Buder David Bodner Emily Chaney Carl Crawford
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Kian Fatemi

Joey Friedman

Michelle Garcia

Kimberly Hendrickson

Jyana Gregory

Aaron Grossman

Heinrich Hock

Aaron Holland

Dennis Hong

Joel Jacobson

Erin Grant Omar Jassim
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Sonia Johnson

Rachel Lebenson

is 8 jumas / •

Erica Joncich

Eddie Lee

Horng-Shin Li

Lesley Lundeen

Shannon Meares

Andrea Mustain

Heather Ort

Jon Ott

Lito Papanicolas

Jillanna Mercer
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Alyx Parker

Robert Parker

\

Jessica Pursley

Molly Robin-Abbott

Sara Rouggly

Maria Shoemaker

Tracy Sonka

Maitri Venkataramani

David Warfel Yulun Yang

Keren Yairi

Steve Thorn
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Heather knows what they say about a guy's tongue.
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Junior mayhem in the hallways.

Eddie gets ready to serenade Sarah.
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Jason up close and a little too personal.
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You know, I just love a man with

a cro-magnon haircut. Unfortu-

nately for Dave, Steve loves his

Dr. Pepper more.
I'm too sexy for my belt, too

sexy for this picture.



Hey Drake, where'd you get this petry dish?
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Joyce and Brian heat up the lounge.



htJh
Rachel grows tired of men jumping for joy when they see het.
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CLASS OF 1992
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Mojgone X. Azemun
Mo

Hey my brother, can I borrow a copy of your Hey! Soul! Classics'? — see Kelly

I want to reach out and touch the flame — U2
It's a dare-to-be-great situation. — Say Anything

I'm the most terrific liar you ever saw. — Catcher in the Rye
Getting involved in something you shouldn't is all too human and all too easy. —
Ms. Laughlin

Do you know Mojgone? She's weird, too. — Santa Pat to Bahareh

Geez. I think he's mistaken me for somebody who actually cares. — Zack 'n' Pat

Actually, sometimes I'm lost with you, but at least I'm having fun. — Smell

Sometimes nothin' is a pretty cool hand. — Cool Hand Luke

:- /J*

Suzie Baunsgard
The earth does not belong to man, man belongs to the earth. . .man did not

weave the web of life, he Is merely a strand of it. Whatever he does to the land,

he does to himself. — Chief Seattle

I was thrown out of college for cheating on the metaphysics exam. I looked into

the soul of the boy next to me. — Woody Allen

To dance within/the rhythm of the universe/one finds liberation. — unknown
What the hell. . .you only have 8 or 9 lives anyway. — Mr. White

Always a pallbearer, never a corpse. — unknown
I'm an EXCELLENT driver. — Dustin Hoffman

How is It that little children are so intelligent and men are so stupid? It must be

education that does it. — Alexandre Dumas, fils

If you can't dazzle 'em with brilliance, baffle 'em with baloney. — Mr. Hanson
I wear Black on the outside/ 'cause Black is how I feel on the Inside/And if I

seem a little strange/ Well that's becuase I am. — Smiths

Jack Christopher Bear
Life sucks. — Dude from Nightmare on Elmstreet

God something must have gone wrong,

Much too late I realize,

Go to— . — Megadeth

We don't take no— from a machine. — Dude from Moontrap

Get away from the barbecue pit; Get the — away from that thing. —
Beastie Boys
You totally killed us, you evil metal —weed. — Bill & Ted

That's a label. I hate labels! — The Mayor from Robocop II



Mike Bekiares
Why Mike, why? — DAVID WARREN GERLACH
MARK, DARK, DORK, SMEE! — MARK MOHR

Maybe if you stick around long enough, someone will say something vaguely

intelligible. — ERIC PHILLIPS

SHUCJGT CJUUUPIM Thank you. — SISTER MARY ELEPHANT

David C. Borgeson
Can you see me? I don't believe you can. — Jimi Hendrix

You don't need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows. — Bob
Dylan

And If you feel like you can't go on, and your will's sinking low, just believe

and you can't go wrong. In the light you will find the road. — Led Zeppelin

I'm going down the steps on a white line straight to nowhere. — Alice in

Chains

I had — on the beach and it tasted like bananas. — Brian

Bzzzzzzzz — Jason

O.K. One more time, here's Fabio and here's the goalie. . .don't you get it? -

Steve Thorn
Dave has a stinky butt. — Bahareh

Yuette Rose Cataneo
I've got a dream too, but it's about singing and dancing and making

people happy. That's the kind of dream that gets better the more
people you share it with. — Kermit the Frog

I love you, my precious jewel. — Robin Morgan
Fairy tales can some true, It can happen to you if you're young at

heart. — "Young at Heart"

Somewhere over the rainbow, skies are blue, and that dreams that you
dare to dream really do come true. — "Over the Rainbow"

I would like to have all that is good, true and beautiful. — W.A. Mozart



James Chang
Life without a dream Is like a boat without an oar, which will go nowhere. —

Unknown
They made a wasteland and called It peace. — Tacitus 50 A.D.

I'll be back. — Gen. MacArthur

Hasta la Vista, baby. — T2
Read my lips, no new taxes. — Hypocrite

The crowd cares for gain,

the honest man for fame,

the good man for success,

But the wise man, his soul. — Chuang Tzu

The world Is sacred.

It can't be improved.

If you temper with It, you'll ruin It.

If you treat it like an object, you'll lose It. — Lao Tzu

, Euan Chen
Knowing others is intelligence;

knowing yourself is true wisdom.

Mastering others is strength;

mastering yourself is true power. — Lau-tzu

True perfection seems imperfect,

yet it is perfectly itself.

True fullness seems empty,

yet It Is fully present. — Lau-tzu

Peter Hungye Chou
No fight: No blame. — Lao Tzu

For of all the sad words of tongue or pen,

The saddest are these: 'It might have been!' — John Greenleaf

Whlttier

The way to health and Integrity is to reduce your desires. — Buddha
Let us learn to live, gentlemen, and then perhaps we shall learn the

truth. — August Kekale

There are no Illusions quite so convincing except those we create for

ourselves. — anonymous
Be happy. It's a way of being wise. — Colette

Remember: No matter where you go, there you are. — Buddha
Can I borrow your homework? — Che-Wei
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Judy Clifton
sic transit gloria mundi

It's turtles all the way down. — Stephen Hawking

And he brushed the honey off his nose with the back of his paw and spruced

himself up as well as he could so as to look ready for anything. — Winnie the

Pooh

Erin Christine Curran
Christie

You give but little when you give of your possesions. It is when you give of

yourself that you truly give. — Kahil Gibram

I am the master of the friendly date. — Brian

And you shall know the truth, and the truth will set you free. — John 8:32

I'd rather have thirty minutes of wonderful than a lifetime full of nothing special.

— Steel Magnolias

If he has hair on his chest, I don't think 1 want to watch this movie. — Joyce

Christine, you must have been dreaming, stories like this can't come true.

Christine, you're talking in riddles and it's not like you. — Phantom of the Opera

He was picking out the bad green beans. — Joyce, Kelly, & me
No shirt, no shoes, no service! — Kelly & me

We are Awesome!! — Heidi, Arah, & me

Dave Das
Stonehead
You can't see me, I'm a ninja roach! — J & me
F to the T to the Q to the Z to the X to the P - BUDWEISER! — J

I'm crawling cause 1 can't walk anymore. — Ho
I can't believe the news today/ 1 can't close my eyes and make it go away
— Bono & Borgy
Dave, hate everyone equally, and you can never be prejudiced. — Michael

H.

Brian, why don't you evolve! — Steve K.

Man Borgy, your sister's BROKE! Ya gots ta get a new one. — Me &
Jason

Yo Jase, you need a map? -You might get lost in there. — Brian, Borgy, &
Me
Girls aren't worth it unless they like me. — Brian

I laughed. And I have one of those very loud, stupid laughs. I mean if 1

ever sat behind myself in a movie or something, I'd probably lean over

and tell myself to please shut up. — Holden Caulfield
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Arah Susan Fogel
There are no stars tonight but those of memory. — Hart Crane

Don't complicate your life! — Mrs. Rolland

Sometimes life just gets limp, lame, and spongy and you can't do a damn thine

about it. — Jess Mingo

Everyone should make music. It's the cosmic dance. — Harold and Maude
We are awesome!! — Heidi, Christie, and me
Would I speak for you? I don't even know your language? — "The Breakfast

Club"

Melinda Jean Foland
Mindy

Never lose that kid who flies around on sidewalks. — Mom
Be yourself no matter what they say. — Sting

So if you want to be happy, just change your mind. — Robert Pirsig

For all the Gods are one god, and all the Goddesses one Goddess, and there is

only one Initiator. And to every man his own truth, and God within. —
Morgaine, The Mists ofAualon

Nothing is evil in the beginning. — Elrond, Fellowship of the Rings

Real men don't need blankets. — Phil Lin

And in the end the love you take is equal, to the love you make. — Beatles

Brian Frizzell

Bonehead
I just want to roll with you, man. How can 1 be down? — Air Buddy

Don't worry about it man, — happens. — Tom B.

I discovered the secret of life — it s — ks! — anonymous
I need fish — I like fish — I want some fish. — The J

You rectal cranial inversion! — Coach Thorn

Silence, or you will anger me! — Manu
They say I'm ego trippin'. . .

— Troop

Just call me minute rice. — Dave D.

Yo man, I think it's Miller time. — Jason W.



Bahareh Harandi
Name one thing I'm not good at. — Tari

Well, that's just you, Bahareh. — Mary

Everybody has their own opinion. — Jane's Addiction

Your're in the movies now, and I'm your cartoon. — Soul Asylum

Here we are now, imitators. — Nirvana, "Smell of Teenage Spirit"

I was my own woman. The next step was to find the proper sort of man. -

Sylvia Plath, The Bell Jar

And what is an angel but a ghost in drag? Let something come from nothing.

— Stan Rice

Wake up and smell what you're shoveling. — Ned's Automatic Dustbin

Remember when atmosphere contaminants were romantically called

Stardust? — Lane Olinghouse

We can never have enough of nature. — Edward Abbey

What we learn with pleasure we never forget. — unknown

Corey W. Hochman
1 have the simplest of tastes. 1 am always satisfied with the best. — O. Wilde

Success is to be measured not so much by the position that one has reached

in life as by the obstacles which he has overcome while trying to succeed. —
Booker T. Washington

Restlessness and discontent are the first necessities of progress. — T. Edison

Remember: With fulfillment comes responsibility. — Bill Cosby

Experience is not what happens to you; it is what you do with what happens

to you. — Aldous Huxley

When one door closes, another opens. — Alexander Graham Bell

What is more mortifying than to feel that you have missed the plum for want

of courage to shake the tree. — Logan Pearsall Smith

With all of its sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful world.

Be careful, strive to be happy. — Desiderata 1692

Ho Sun Hwang
What's this than thou attitude! — Me, Joe, Tom

Yeah, Ho. Build up until they burn off! — P. Talbot

Experience is a comb which nature gives to men when they are bald.

— Unknown
But, Koreans are the Irish of the East. — Joe

Where's that book of quotations? — me
Dae Han Min Gook, Man Sae! — Koreans
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Eman W. Jassim
Time goes, you say? Ah, no! Alas, time stays, we go. — Austin

Dobson

Be wary of the man who urges an action in which he himself incurs no

risk. — Joaquin Setani

You can lean over backward so far that you can fall flat on your face.

— Ben Bagdikian

Don't run too hard. — Baba

Go for it! — Mama

Jenny Jung Min Kang
Jenny

During your times of trial and suffering, when you see only one set of footprints,

it was then that I carried you. — Footprints

In spite of everything I still believe that people are really good at heart. — Anne
Frank

The thing that is important is the thing that is not seen. — The Little Prince

I wonder whether you can tell me why it is that people always try so hard to hide

their real feelings? — Anne Frank

It is such a secret place, the land of tears. — The Little Prince

The world was full of things I didn't want to know. — All the King's Men
Nothing gold can stay. — Robert Frost and The Outsiders

Farewell all joys on death come and close mine eyes.

More geese than swans now live more fools than wise. The Siluer Swan
One always begins to forgive a place as soon as it's left behind. — Charles

Dickens

Christopher Kelly
'Whenever thou hesitate between two courses of action, choose the one that leaves

you more alone, more in silence, and more in love." — Sister Consalada
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Brad Kibler
Sahib

Better is open rebuke than hidden love. — Proverbs 27:5

No temptation has overtaken You. And God is faithful to not allow you

to be tempted beyond what you can bear. — Corinthians 10:13

The Lord is close to the broken-hearted. — Psalms 34:13

Your lips are like scarlet ribbon, your mouth is lovely. — Song of

Songs 4:3

Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility

consider others better than yourselves. — Phillipians 2:3

Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry

about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own. — Matthew 6:34

Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do
not see. — Hebrews 11:1

Two guys walk into a bar, the next guy ducks. — Anonymous one-

liner

Joyce Eunji Lee
O star, the fairest one in sight,

we grant your loftiness the right. . .
— Robert Frost

O, my luv is like a red, red rose that's newly spring in June, my luv is like

a melody that's sweetly played in tune. — Robert Browning

The melodies of friendship always play at heart. — Unknown
He was picking out the bad green beans. — Christie, Kelly, & me

Hey! No problem! We've got the money! — Phil, Mo, & me
Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away, now it seems as if they're

here to stay. Oh, I believe in yesterday. — The Beatles

Are most guys castrated or not? — Christie

Fugly Shmoice, I gotta make a dung! — Vettey Wettey Barf

Always look on the bright side of life. — Monty Python

Cynthia Ann Liebovich
Cyndi

Be careful when you're traveling twice the speed of sound because

it's easy to get burned. — "Just a Song Before I Go"
Keep having Champagne wishes and caviar dreams. — Robin

Leech

I do not like them Sam I Am. — Dr. Seuss

Lookin' out on the morning rain, 1 used to feel so uninspired and

when I knew 1 had to face another day. . .it made me feel so tired.

— Aretha Franklin

If you don't like the way I drive, got off the sidewalk. — a bumper
sticker

Aw, she did that on purpose. — Baloo

I know now why you cry but it is something I cannot do. —
Terminator II (dedicated to Danny)
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Phillip Lin
My brain is trying to kill me. — Calvin

It's never too late to become what you might have been. — George Eliot

If it weren't for the last minute, nothing would get done. — unknown
Leaders are made, they are not born. — Vince Lombard!

Life can only be understood backwards,

but it must be lived forwards. — unknown
Hey! No problem, we got the money! — Exec. Stud. Co.

Assumption is the mother of all screw-ups. — unknown
There is a great deal to be said about almost anything. Everything can be as

interesting as every other thing. — John Updike

Melinda Minear
Weasle Bait

MACEDON ROLES — me
It is morally wrong to allow suckers to keep their money. — Murphy's

Law
Friends come and go but enemies accumulate. — Murphy's Law

Had any chewy cookies lately? — Corey

Go read Hitler, dear. — my mother when she's annoyed with me
You Twit! — Andrea's fierce language

I'm just a little miffed. — Andrea Peck

Sarah Mmari



Mark Frederick Mohr
Your nose is like the tower of Lebanon. — Song of Solomon 7:4

It's bigger than that. — The Invisible Man
These politicians have got things in a hell of a fix. — William

Tecumsah Sherman

Tyranny, like Hell, is not easily conquered. — Thomas Paine

Death awaits you with long, pointy teeth. — Monty Python's Search

for the Holy Grail

The kinkiest thing 1 have is on lips. — Brad Kibler

lm t.

Megan E. Morgan
It is a damn poor mind, indeed, which can't think of at least two ways

to spell any word. — Andrew Jackson

It is better to fail in originality than to succeed in imitation. — Melville

It is impossible to defeat an ignorant man in an argument. — McAdoo
Success is proceeding from failure to failure without loss of

enthusiasm. — Churchill

The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation. — Thoreau

In God we trust, all others must have data. — C.R. Reynolds

Happiness is not a state to arrive at, but a manner of traveling. —
Runbeck

Wise men learn more from fools than fools from wise men. — Cato

Behold the turtle. He makes progress only when he sticks his neck

out. — Conant

If you never assume importance you never lose it. — Bynner

Anna Laura Neatrour
On Monday, when the sun is hot, I wonder to myself a lot: "Now it is

true, or is it not, that which is which and which is what? — A.A. Milne

Whatever does not destroy me makes me stronger. — Nietzsche

If I thought 1 was any good, I wouldn't be. — John Bentjeman

A man needs a little madness in his life or else he never dares cut the

rope and be free. — Zorba the Greek

God bless the Mighty Cockroach! — J.C., Izzi, and I



Kimberly Nelson
Kim

You see us as you want to see us,

in the simplest terms and the most convenient definitions. — The

Breakfast Club (summer '91)

Nothing becomes real until It is experienced. — John Keats

All the same people — just a different keg. — Alex Tsebells

Haven't I seen you somewhere before? — Officer Kerlakowskl questioning

me on the closed Windsor Road

Poor is the man whose pleasures depend on the permission of another. —
Madonna (Love and thanks to my best friend Caty for teaching me this).

I see the vast lands of spirit stretching out before me, beckoning and I'm

eager to travel them. — The Razor's Edge

Thomas Nguyen
What's this than thou attitude? — me, Joe, and Ho
Time to make the donuts. — Ho-nut

Time to make the bunitos. — Bunito Sauve (Dave Borgeson)

Yo, why so ? — Joe Boy

Men seem to kick friendship around like a football but it doesn't seem to crack.

Women treat it as glass and it goes to pieces. — Anne Lindberg

The memories come to and fro. The trouble is they never want to go. — Erasure

I. . .1 will begin again. I will begin again. — 02

Beth N. Nicholson
Nadine

The world is a great book, of which they who never stir from home read

only a page. — Augustine A.D. 430

If you want to eat, you have to work. If you want to eat well, you have to

work hard. — overheard father to son

Many of our social problems are actually intellectual problems. — adv to

Prez.

Is he being kind of a blob? — Mom
There are two ways to reach a goal, you can go through the means, but if

you can reach the goal, why go through the means. — C.

Now / am a carrot. Ahera misma anfrente de tus ojos, zanahoria. — Josh

F.

No matter where you go here you are.

Go placidly amid the noise and haste and remember what peace there

may be in silence. — Desiderata

Don't forget where you came from. — Mr. Winkler



Joe Park
Joe Boy!
What's this than thou attitude! — Me, Tom, and Ho Sun
Aaaisch! — Thomas (Joe Wannabe)

Look at my eyes. . .1 am an oriental! — They call me Bruce

Yellows get off the field! — Al Ledgin

Follow the yellow brick road. — Wizard of Oz
Man, why you so racist! — Me
Don't worry about it. They just have a fear of a yellow nation! — my bud

Thomas N'goon

Lrong lrong tarn a-go. . . — D-Dennis

Power! — Ho Sun Hwang
What good will it be for a man if he gains the whole world yet forfeits his

soul? — Matthew 16:26

Amy Louise Parker
Dream a little. Dreams allow for the unfolding of new realities. Goals that

are unimaginable are unachievable — not because they are unachievable

but because they were never dreamt of. — Unknown
A hero is no braver than anyone else; he is only brave for five minutes

longer. — Ralph Waldo Emerson
The mark of the immature man is that he wants to die nobly for a cause,

while the mark of the mature man is that he wants to live nobly for one.

— Wilhelm Stekel in Catcher in the Rye
Let us not pray for lighter burdens, but rather for stronger backs. —

Unknown
Man cannot discover new oceans unless he has the courage to lose sight

of the shore. — Andre Gide

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. — Unknown
They're not going to rewrite the language for us, people. Let's learn to

work with it. — Jamie Bennett in Russian IV

Andrea Ruth Peck
1 did the best I could, and I did the best I know how. I don't always make it

but I try. — Abraham Lincoln

fili, crede mihi, quidquid discis, tibi discis, litterae thesaurus est, et artificium

numquam moritur. — Petronius, Cena Trimalchanis

To live for some future goal is shallow. It is the side of the mountain that

sustains life, not the top. — Robert M. Pirsig

1 don't call going 'round Italy in a big shirt trying to get laid intellectual. —
Black Adder HI

It's like hunting chipmunks with nuclear weapons. — PAT
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Anna Pewukhin
"What!" said piglet with a jump. And then, to show that he had not been

frightened, he jumped up and down once or twice, in an exercising sort of way.

— A.A. Milne

Qui scit perdit — my father

The astonishing thing about cats, is how they should have holes cut in their

coats exactly at the place where their eyes are. — Lichtenburg

Mo thanks, I already own a penguin. — Betsy Ross

wheeEEEEE — e e cummings

Eric George Phillips

E.G.
Whether tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of

outrageous fortune, or to take arms against the sea of troubles — the

sea of troubles? That's a mixed metaphor! I told him not to write that

but he would insist! — the Doctor

I have a modest example here. — Tom Lehrer

I'm not making this up. — Dave Barry

Arthur watched it go, as stunned as a man might be who, having

believed himself to be taotally blind for five years, suddenly discovers

that he had merely been wearing too large a hat. — Douglas Adams
It's Ehr, from the house of Ic. — Sharad

If I should die, think only this of me — I'll be back to get ya! —
Blackadder

Bob! — guys in dorm S at Duke YWC to counselor Chris

In an unrelated incident, a human skull dating back to 3,000 B.C. was
found in the lettuce bowl at the salad bar. — The Devil's Spatula

Erin Keep
The only thing that separates us from the animals is our ability to accesorize!

— Olympia Dukakis, Steel Magnolias

Our problems and what we face in life makes character. . .It is best not to

dwell on tragedies and to go on living. . .
— Grandma Reep

It's easy to forget, if you don't hear the sound of pain and prejudice. . .love

makes the world go 'round. — Madonna, True Blue

Love always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always preserves. Love

never fails.. — I Cor. 13:7-8. NIV Bible

Ask her how she knows there's a God up in the heavens. .Where did he go in

the middle of her shame? Ask her how she knows there's a God up in the

heavens. .She said His mercy is bringing her life again. .She's coming to LIFE

again. . . — Amy Grant, Heart in Motion

To love another person is to see the face of God. . . — Les Miserables

For God did not send his son into the world to condemn the world, but to

save the world through him. Light has come into the world, but men loved

darkness instead of light. — John 3:17, 19, NIV Bible



Chad A. Richardson
Chadly

You may be right. I may be crazy. But it just might be a lunatic you're looking

for. — Billy Joel

Holy— , Chad, we just broke the sound barrier. I never knew you could do

that on the ground. — Adam
I'll beat you both up with my eyes tied behind my back. — Amy W.

Through their own words they will be exposed. — Sinead O'Connor

These are dangerous days. To say what you feel is to dig your own grave. —
Sinead O'Connor

Go, therefore, and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the

name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to do all

that I command you, and lo, 1 am with you always, even to the end of the

age. — Matthew 28:19,20

Sharad Satsangi
Shred, Insane, 777

JimThis is the trip. The best part. That I really Like. Who said that?

Imagination is more important than knowledge. — Einstein

Let's Rock and Rolll — God
But to who in your measly little world are you tryin' to prove that you're

made outta gold 'n can't be sold. — Hendrix

1 only want to see you laughing in the Purple Rain. — Prince

Chili, Chili, he ate too much chili! — Jim

Doctor, what is Axis I? — Norman James
Music. . .it blows the dust off your soul. — Mel Brooks

Gonna, have to take a bath when I get home. . .and it's only MONDAY! -

Baloo

Not with a bang, but with a whimper. — T.S. Eliot

Jeffrey Schomer
It's 150 miles from Chicago, full tank of gas. We got a pack of cigarettes, it's

dark and we're wearing sunglasses. Hit it. — Jake (John Belushi) of the Blues

Brothers



Kelly P. Schrepfer
If only I had a brain. — The Scarecrow

No my brutha, you have to go buy your own. — Lloyd's nephew
Y'Know — K.B. *33

Caecilius est Pater. — Noah Levin

The hopes we have are much too high

way out of reach but we have to try.

The game will never be over

because we're keeping the dream alive. — Freiheit

In the graveyard, Bahareh. — me
It is good to have some friends in both heaven and hell. — George

Herbert

Kelly-bean, 1 love your shoes! — Adam
No Shoes, No Shirt, No Service. — Christie and me

Isobel-Marie Stasheff
izzi

He who'd make his fellow creatures wise should always guild the philosophic

pill. — YEOMAN OF THE GUARD
I am a Cultural Revolution. — Anna Neatrour

Don't try to think what move might be the best. Use the heart that beats

within your breast. — THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD
Stick with theatre, Izzi, otherwise you'll never meet interesting people like

me. — AARON LOEB
There are two tragedies in life. One is to lose your heart's desire. The other is

to gain it. — MAXIMS FOR REVOLUTIONISTS
Life is far too important a thing ever to talk seriously about. — Oscar Wilde

But I was born to other things. — Tennyson

Catherine Steigmann
Caty

You can't always get what you want. — The Rolling Stones

Our greatest glory consists not of never falling, but in rising every

time we fall. — Maria Marshall

The ultimate dare is to tell the truth. — Madonna
Don't mess with the bull or you'll get the horns. — Breakfast Club,

Summer '91

Expect the worst. Hope for the best. — Anonymous
You are my destiny. I can't let go. Baby, can't you see? — Madonna,

but for Tris

Live for the moment. — Anonymous
Open your heart to me. . .

— Madonna, Jay & me in San Francisco

Haven't 1 seen you around before? — Officer Kurlakowsky
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Holly M. Stephens
Far better is it to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though

checkered by failure, than to take rank with those poor spirits who neither

enjoy much nor suffer much because they live in the gray twilight that knows
not victory or defeat. — Theodore Roosevelt

Don't make excuses. One can live with failure, but not with the excuses that

take away the right to fail. — Robert Ludlum

All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing. —
Edmund Burke

If not us, who? If not now, when? — Jane Yolen

Heaven preserve me from littleness and pleasantness and smoothness. Give

me great glaring vices, and great glaring virtues, but preserve me from the

neat little neutral ambiguities. — Violet Trefusis 1918

1 took the road less travelled on, and that has made all of the difference. —
Robert Frost

Linda Sweeney
Eeew! Somebody skim-whooshed! — Chad R.

Quote me, damn it! — Amy W.

Gp your butt goes. — Amy W.

Excuse me, are those Bugle Boy jeans that I'm smelling? — anonymous
I once heard someone say that freedom has its limits. If this is true, then

it's no longer freedom, but confinement. — anonymous

Tze-John Tang
Life , until you die. — Jayne Zhang

Oops, I'm supposed to be in class now. — Mark Mohr
Do they ever fix anything in this school? — Chris Bear

My locker won't open, so I guess I won't go to class. — anonymous
If you want to learn how to govern,

avoid being clever or rich.

The simplest pattern is the clearest.

Content with an ordinary life,

you can show all the people the way
back to their own true nature. — Lao-Tzu
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Stephanie A. Tredway
Steph
This? This is ice. This is what happens to water when it gets too cold. This?

This is Kent. This is what happens to people when they get too sexually

frustrated. — Real Genius

Do not let anyone look down on you because you are young, but be an

example for the believers in your speech, your conduct, your love, faith, and

purity. — 1 Timothy 4:12

Oh geez, I can't wear this! It smells worse than I do. — my brother

And I will be with you always, to the end of the age. — Jesus, Matthew 28:20

Will you die for Him? Yes — yes, I will die for Him! — The Seventh Sign

If God is for us, who can be against us? — Romans 8:31

I'm outta' here! — Dennis Miller

The Past is behind us, what has been, now is gone. . . — David Meece

Jon Tsai
You find yourself waking up at night to the screaming of the lambs.

And you think by finding the girl in time, you can stop the awful

screaming of the lambs. — The Silence of the Lambs
Let my army be the rockets and the trees,

and the birds in the sky. — Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

It's getting curiouser and curiouser. — A//ce in Wonderland

Some things in here don't react too well to bullets.

Yeah, me! — The Hunt for Red October

Toto, 1 don't think we are in Kansas anymore. — Wizard of Oz
Yipee-Kie-yea, — ! — Die Hard

Heidi Rebecca van Es
If this language made any sense, "trust" would be a four-letter word. —
Risky Business

You must teach this same lesson. How to lose your innocence but not

your hope. How to laugh forever. — Amy Tan

Few, if any, survive their teens. Most surrender to the vague but

murderous pressure of adult conformity. — Maya Angelou

We are awesome!! — Arah, Christie, and Heidi

Know that every deed counts, that every word is power. Above all,

remember that you must build your life as if it were a work of art. —
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel

The truth is rarely pure and never simple. — Oscar Wilde

I'm sorry I couldn't make it. I got stuck in the doorway. — Jase

Janeeeet, open up! Ve vant you! Ve know you are in der! — Bobby J. and

Jeff K.

Even in paradise it is not good to be alone. — Yiddish Proverb



Anne Christine Volk
You can do it if you put your head to it. — my Dad

When you hear a name pronounced can't you always see it in your

mind, just as if it was printed out? I can; and A-n-n looks dreadful, but

A-n-n-e looks much more distinguished. — Anne of Green Gables

Everything will be alright in the end. — my Mom

Dana Russell Wagner
Son of Elvis

This is the world we live in, and these are the hands we're given. Use

them and let's start trying to make it a place worth living in. — Genesis

Psych yo' momma! — Rachel

The tragedy of life is not that the beautiful things die young, but that they

grow old and mean. — The Long Goodbye
I don't have a license, but I drive very well, officer. — The Fresh Prince

I'm nice to be nice to. I'm not nice not to be nice to. — The Big Sleep

I have a moron for a boyfriend, and a moron at that! — Bahareh

Hey, Dana, who are the main characters, and what's the plot? — phone

call from Dave B., 11 p.m. Sunday night

Either that wallpaper goes, or 1 do. — Oscar Wilde's dying words

Che-Wei Wang
(See Below)
What's a Che-Wei? — Mr. Stone

The people in back — either copy more homework or go back to sleep.

— Pat

Bite my big pickle! — Dana

Run fast, speed turns me on! — my sis Cindy

I just couldn't believe it so 1 looked it up and yes, gullible is in the

dictionary. — Ms. Laughlin

You're such a wet noodle! — Christie

If I don't get up I can't go back to bed. — Robert Penn Warren

I used to think I was indecisive, but now I'm not so sure. — anonymous
Wei, Che, Wei-Chee, Chewy, Che-Stud, Cheeze-Whiz, Chew Toy,

Cheester, Che-Wee, Bob. — Pete, Vette, Erga, Brian, Martin, Dana, Dave
Kiddoo, Mo, Mr. Fresco, and Tony Kim respectively.



David A. Watanabe
Dragon, DAW

Are you studying? Yeah. But you look so happy! — my mom
talking to me

I'm afraid we might be having too much fun. — Mr. Pat

Anything and everything In the wonderful world of Bloom County!
— me

My loyal troop you've come back to save mel Actually, sir, we
came back for your gun. — Captain Stora and QUI the Treacherous

Mr. Foot, meet Mr. Fist! — Mlchaelangelo
He replied, 'That Is not necessary. Kurlta troops already know how

to sleep. They need training In how to stay awake.' — Mercer
Thomlinson, 3022

(General Purpose Heavy Machine Gun? And to think I always
believed the purpose of hvy. mg's. was pretty well defined). —

Hatchetman 12- 17-50

Magic is not tuxedos, white rabbits and fake flowers anymore. It is

Power. — Arthur Garrett, Chairman, Dept. of Occult Studies, GCLA

Brian Watkins

Amy Chi-Ming Wen
You know, sometimes it seems things go by too quickly. We're so

busy watching what's ahead of us that we don't take the time to enjoy

where we are. — Calvin

Your happiness depends on your outlook on life. — Chinese fortune

Always look both ways on a one way street. — anonymous
Y'know, if you really think about it, we're all really weird! — Jenny

Aimster! AMY POWER!! — Amy Fogeless

ooh ooh ooh, Amy, let's go visit my man. — Jenny Hsui

When in doubt, drop-out. — Mr. Stone-o-claus

Gh, Mr. Butler? Where did the Romans come from?! — Brian

I know, aren't I wonderful? — my sister Audrey

Here's where the story ends. — The Sundays
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Adam C. Wengert
The only thing to fear is fearlessness/

The bigger the weapon, the greater the fear. — R.E.M.

It's better to die on your feet than live on your knees. — Midnight Oil

I dunno, after 5 bowls I get pretty wired. — Calvin

Go to sleep, Ho Sun, or I'll tell Bonnie. — Brian F.

I think war is bad because people get hurt, but I wouldn't hesitate to

take part in it. — E. Pranzerone, U.S. Naval Academy
What kind of blood is it that makes a man like that? — Hemmingway

Jason C. Wolf
You can't see me, I'm ninja roach! — Dave D. and Me

Hustler! Word I pull the trigger long, grit my teeth spray till every

brother gone. — Austin M.

Deep into the darkness peering

long I stood there, wondering, fearing,

Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortals

ever dared to dream before. — Edgar Allen Poe, "The Raven"
Wash your buttl — Flavor Flav

Man, I got lots of friends at Centennial. — Tristan S.

Yo, Jas, check this out. It smells exactly like Baccardl. — Ho Sun
Hwang

Bone Marrow cousin. . .What the hell's your problem? — Joe P.

"C" is for the cantankerous condition of (J'r character, (J know what

I'm saying, my brother? — Dave Das and 3rd Bass
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Jayne J. Zhang
I get up around seven, get outta bed around nine. And I don't worry

about nothin' cause worryin's a waste of my. . .time. — W. Axl Rose

Corey has a weak handshake! — Michael Hochman
I thought it was illegal to be fifteen!?! — Charlie Reiman

I'll never know why I left you, standin' in the rain. Cryin' tears of

emptiness, it's driving me insane. — Trixter

They call us problem child. We spend our lives on trial. We walk an

endless mile. We are the youth gone wild. — Skid Row (to the class of

'92)

What's right, what's wrong, what's left, what the hell is going on? —
Poison (to the confused subbies)

Can I see your mouthparts? — Andrea Peck
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BALLOTS

Best Dressed: Erin and Thomas

Laziest: Linda and Che-Wei

Best Brown-Noser: Joyce and Dana

Class Musician: Arah and Tze-John

Most Athletic: Amy P. and Chris

Best Looking: Kim and Adam

Most Optimistic: Linda and Brian

Most Pessimistic: Kelly and Chris

Most Likely to Succeed: Amy P. and Phil

Class Dreamers: Melinda and Phil

Did Most for Uni: Heidi and Phil

THAT WAS THEN

1 12B Officers: Jenny K., Arah F., and Heidi Best listeners: Andrea and Chad Best looking: Kim and Adam



Loudest: Anna and Ho Sun

Most Likely to Go to Jail: Bahareh and Jason

Biggest Procrastinator: Linda and Dave B.

Most Artistic: Jenny and Evan

Best Listener: Andrea and Chad

Best Imaginary Couple: Isobel and Brian

Most Fun: Heidi and Jason

Funniest: Mo and Jason

Cutest: Yvette and Tze-John

Most Studious: Amy P. and Evan

U^^pptaTl as. ifflNfc

THIS IS as NOW

Most Likely to Go to Jail: Bahareh and

Jason

Did Most for Uni: Heidi and Phil Best Dressed: Erin and Thomas 112C



THE CLASS OF '92 DEDICATES THE

YEARBOOK TO CHRIS BUTLER

"He cares about what the students are doing.

He raised us as better people, notjust as better

students."

While Mr. Butler may not be best remembered for his handwriting,

every senior of the Class of 1992 will walk away with some fond

memories of our history teacher — Mr. B. With these fond memories,

the Class of '92 dedicates this yearbook to Mr. Chris Butler. Many of

us first encountered Mr. Butler subbie year, and we quickly learned he

"always finishes," which oftentimes meant staying after the bell

rang. As we travelled through Geography with him, we learned the

most efficient ways to run away from home, utilizing the main

interstates. Next, we experienced Ancient History and learned about

the opposable thumb. As we continued our journey through history,

we were constantly awed by his leaping abilities as he pulled the

maps down, many of us comparing his grace and style to Michael

Jordan. Life for many of us became more complicated with the

introduction of flow charts, but we shouldn't have worried. Every-

thing came together with Mr. B's help. The time and care he gave us

is invaluable. We all can count numerous review sessions in his office,

all done on his time. Everyone of course will also walk away with the

memories of Mr. B's simulation games, another reflection of his time

and caring. We are all thankful for the years we've been able to spend

with Mr. Butler and thankful that he was always concerned about our

well-being. And, of course, we're thankful we all now know the real

truth about Santa Claus.

"He has humor and enthusiasm in his lectures, you want to listen."
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SENIOR WILLS
I, Mojgone, Azemun, leave a lovely beverage to every man, woman, and child. To Jayee-Jay, E. Murphy,

Suzie-Poozey, and much excellent fun.

1, Suzie Baunsgard, leave Cathy (CI2!) Mike H. and lots of luck for her JUNIOR YEAR, dRAKE 7S (so he can

buy me a car) and my fish-hook, Jenny Alsberg some belly-button lint. Jillanna my Frenchy beret, Lucy

my sunglasses, my Russian class a Stalin repressive and a silent movie, Kim . . .berly and Lesley a hug,

CREW (!) some much deserved respect, and to everyone from camp, my glow-in-the-dark boxers and a

flashlight to play with.

1, Chris Bear, blah blah blah, do hereby bequeath unlimited elevator rides to next year's seniors, a deck of

cards I picked up somewhere to Aaron to carry on the poker tradition, a couple of brain ceels and some
pool ability (which he desperately needs) to Heinrich, and the various other items I have acquired will be

auctioned off to the highest bidder.

I, Mike Bekiares, to Cathy and all the wonderful secretaries, I leave the subbies, and to Randy a ring of

keys. To Mrs. Laughlin, the most wonderful English teacher in the world, I leave a set of weather-stripping.

To Car!, I leave the keys to the school. To Murph, I leave a set of cable tools and a copy of "Debbie Does

Dallas." And to Bodnar, I leave the pump.

I, Dave Borgeson, leave Steve Thorn the soccer team with best wishes for an . . . interesting . . . season

and THE FUTURE!!! HA!! To Jeff Thorn, I leave a normal sternum, to Andy L., a couple of nuts, to Leif C,
the same, to Austin, a new pair of Air Buddy's, to Jason R., the answer to Life, the Universe, and

Everything, to Joel J., a gift certificate to Lip Liposuctions R Us (just kidding), to Jessica P., some decent

music taste, to Big Boy, a hearty Sit On It, to Tracy, a weird expression, and finally to everyone that I

borrowed money from, the knowledge that it was put to good use, and to my sister my love, even though

you're a pain in the *ss.

I, Yvette Cataneo, leave lots of luck and necklaces to Katie W. and Claire H., a bazillion hellos and warm
smiles to Gene Paik, a hug to Jenny Alsberg, confidence to Jenny Auler (you are beautiful), endless nights

o' fun to Sarah and Lucy, and endless supply of hugs to Melanie A., loving memories of French to Alex

Betts, Mike C, and Keren Y., a beautiful man to Tracy, Andrea M., and Jessica P. happiness and fugliness,

at the same time, to Rachie, and endless amount of sincere compliments to Erga, crazy memories of our

zany talks during chorus and Madrigals to Erin Grant, a ray of sunshine to Jyana, a happy "note" to all the

awesome Madrigals, my deepest thanks to Barb, Cathy, Randy, and Mr. Smith (What would I do without

you guys?), appreciation for what you've done for me to all my teachers, and finally, my love to Laura and

Murph. Thanks for everything — everyone!

I, James Chang, leave my symapthy and all my great deeds I've accomplished to my brother, Louis. I leave

the burdens and worries of the Pin-Pong Club to Steve and Mr. Bergandine. As for the school, I leave with

jubilation.

I, Evan Chen, being of sound mind and body, do hereby leave a sacrificial candy bar to Cindy and Deborah-

Anna, a violent comic book to Che-Wei, a pencil to break for Peter, and certain computer games to Tze-

John.

I, Peter Chou, leave the bus to Richard Lin, a car or at least a ride home to Mary Jamison, to Cindy Wang,

whatever she wants, best wishes to Steve Thorn and Ping-Pong Club, and good luck to Mr. Butler and the

Chess Team.

I, Judy Clifton, hereby bid adieu to the P.E. department, wish the Etymological Society the best of luck,

and thank all of my wonderful teachers (especially the librarians).

I, Christie Curran, leave a pullboy, a "visit to Crystal Lake Pool, and lots of fond memories to Jenny H., a

consistently "equipt" chest and my Violator tape to Megan Depeche Flynn, my immense muscles to

Aaron H., and my alleged boyfriend from Judah to Nola. To Janie M., I leave a proper freshman attitude

and a much needed brush, and to Rachel, I leave the memory of our hot date with a couple of senior studs.

To Tracy S., I leave the mystery soccer babe at ponderosa whom she "almost" knew, and to Jessica P., I

leave a good-hair day, patience for my deafness, and a unique car. To my favorite neighbor, Susan R„ I

leave a big hug and my best wishes for her very promising future! To AJ and the swim team, I leave

my good humor, awesome abilities, the best of luck and the success that it truly deserves. Finally, I

leave my undying love and affection to James.

I, Dave Das, leave my undying sports gratitude to Ryan H., Rob K., and Brian F. To Dennis, a Big

Boy Burger so you won't be hungry, to Joel, my monster b-ball packing abilities (and my vertical),

to Rach, a big HELLO! (in case you didn't hear me), to Austin, a deeper voice, a RSKA, and Jan.

To Steve and Jeff, I leave leave my soccer studlyness and a book of 101 Jokes (including

punchlines), to Andy L, my defensive abilities for soccer. To Adam, Jase, and Ho, I leave the

"summer night," to Brian Bonehead, a sweet tackle, a hot dog, a chair leg, 8-ball, all the women he

can handle, and my brotherly love. To my little bro, I leave team DAS, confidence, and much love

— your time will definitely come!

I, Arah Fogel, hereby leave Rachel L. a Tyrant Lay and Andrea great times in the alto section. I

leave Eddie my name, Aaron a million VCR tapes, and David K. memories of augmented fourths.

To Allison C. and Lesley, I leave full control of the flutes and future luck. Katie W. gets my
happiness in return for all the smiles she gave me. I leave Jon my respect and friendship forever

and Carl any new equipment he wants and a bat for dealing with requests. I leave Mr. Murphy
more money than he can handle and something stunning, Finally, I leave my sister memories of

late night solitaire, all my love, and anything else she wants.

I, Mindy Foland, leave Lesley and Cathy, crew and the Paint Brush ofAnarchy. To Frog, 1 leave All

and a huge smile. To Ali, I leave a big "HI!!!", a huge smile, a laugh, and all my german skills. To
Jillanna, I leave Andy. Too Tim R., I leave a big wave. Michelle Garcia, I leave you my east coast

accent. To Nathaniel, a hug from BooBoo and Walter. To Sally I leave some Lifesaver Holes. And
to everybody at Uni I say Thank You and I leave my love.

I, Brian Frizzell, will to Amy F. a big pickle, the ability to not be ticklish to Jessica, 5 pedidles to

Erica, a muzzle for Jason R., my position and number 23 in soccer to Andy, a serious conversation

to Rachel, and an evening by the fire to Tracy with all my love.

I, Bahareh Harandi, leave to Mary the knowledge that she'll be leaving this place in just 2 years,

and to the janitor, John Turner, infinite objects of beauty for every piece of trash he's had to pick

up and a warm hello to replace every ignorant student who walks on by him.

I, Corey Hochman, leave Uni High my effervescent charm. I leave Uni students a

strong academic life, though not necessarily a social one. To all but a few Uni
teachers, I leave my respect, for they taught me well. I leave Mrs. LaughJin a big hug
because she inspired me to write and enjoy it. I leave Mr. Butler, the best history in

the world, a chess team that will never match up to the Chess Studs (1992 grads). I

leave the subbies some hormones so maybe they will grow.

I, Ho Sun Hwang, of Korean mind and body, leave Omar some gourmet imitation

bacon bits from Borden, Andy N. a hot babe, Anne-Marie my car and love, Cindy W.
Alyx's buff body, Jenny H. Chad's driving skills, David W. a tailpipe and rearview

mirror, Amy a tan and a parka, and finally, Laurel a big, wet, sloppy, everlasting kiss.

I, Eman Jassim, leave my ability to ask many questions to Emad, my inspirational

quotes to Omar, a message (hi) to Hanan and Nadia, my goal of running with goats to

Molly, my fingernail polish to the Track and Cross-Country Teams (Girls), my ability

to interpret "signs" to Ali, a sharp set of spikes for sprinter Cindy W., my skill (not) of

hurdling to Maria and Sonia, and lastly loud music for Lindsey and Amanda.

I, Jenny Kang, leave to Rachel an evening of talk and Chopin, a huge hug, and my
friendship, to Andrea, a hot guy in a baja at Espresso, and to Tracy, a dozen movies

and a phone call. To Erin G, I leave a tickle of giggles on a Sunday night, to Erica,

PINKY!, to Erga a belch, to Jyana a ray of sunshine, and to Yulun a lot of love. I leave

Jannie a big smile and to Tim L. many pleasant morning rides to school. Joyce Tang,

I leave you all the piano accompaniments, and Eddie and Gene, I leave you the

Mozart Sonata, my love for music, and my sisterly love. To dear Dave Kim, I leave

"faculty meetings." To the Mads I leave a string of fa-la-la's, and to Murph my
appreciation for his help and many grins. Finally, to all the seniors, I leave the five

long years we've shared, the best of luck, and a BRIGHT future!!

I, Brad Kibler, leave to Melanie a couple more years of entertaining walks to P.E., and
Art comments. To Sean, I leave T-Shirts with the truth. To Leif, I leave quiet snide

comments in German class. To Ellen, I leave semi-intelligent comments in whatever

languages she's taking next year. To Aaron G, I leave $5,723. To George, I leave

exciting rides to and from school. To Heinrich, I leave my poker chips. To Shannon, I

leave Hank for another year. To Amy N., I leave Jodi C. and midnight raids. To
Aaron O., I leave a fair cut, and the ability to cheat anyway. To Gene, I leave control

of Herr Weg. To Lito, I leave correct pronunciation of gammmas. To Tim, I leave

Heratige H.S. To Sophia, I leave the eternal name "Bebe." To Keren, I leave the

correct time and a good blush or two.

I, Joyce Lee, leave a jellybean, a peach rose, and a red dress to Aaron, Ms. Weber and

a hot guy to Jenny H., the entire Urbana soccer team to Jessica, an "accidental"

wrong turn to my house to Andrea, and a flower and a peck to Jyana. To Erga I leave

an easy locker combination, to Michelle I leave a smile, to Andy I leave Miss Perfect

and a phone call, to David K I leave my Bluebird pin, to Gene I leave a cheerful

hello, to Jason R. I leave a faithful manager, to Sunavo I leave a toy to play with in

art, to Angela and Jane I leave a tennis racket. Finally, I wish Erin G. the best of luck

in her music, I give Murph my true thanks, and I leave my tan, a finger piano, and all

my love to Rachel. To the class of '92 and everyone else at Uni, I wish you all the best

luck.

I, Cynthia A. Liebovich, would like to leave a few things in memory of my years in

high school. First, to my brother, Andy, I would like to leave the knowledge that he

will succeed even if he doesn't know it and no one else will admit it. Also, I'd like to

leave him a few malt cups. To my sister, Becky, the hope that she will remember me
as a close sister and the hope that she will continue the tradition of Lieboviches at

Uni. I would like to leave Deborah Reznek a badmitton Championship, Melanie

Adcock a normal life, David Asher an order of nachos at Snak's and a girl to eat with

him, Aaron Holland a fish caught on the lip and an eighteen wheeler, and Allison

Cobb less tender lips. I wish continued success to the basketball and track teams.

Finally, I offer lots of luck to Holly, Chad, Heidi, Erin R., Dana, and Adam and my
eternal friendship to Amy P., and Mo, my three stooges buddies.

I, Phil Lin, being of sound mind and body, do hereby bequeath as follows: love and

best wishes to my brother, the need-for-speed to the true men of Track (mid-distance

crew!), speed work to the CC teams, my share of the Chinese Mafia to Richard, a :55

to David W., my Ford stereo system to Robert, my height to alyx, my ability to make
German teachers like me to Eddie, my smile and Ray-Bans to Omar, my car to Cindy

W. (shot gun to Anne-Marie), a big, wet, sloppy kiss to Laurel, every banana label to

Alison, my crutches to Jenny H. (you'll grow into them), my thanks and maps to the

History teachers, lots of balloons, candy, and cake to the Office, my book shelving

skills to Francis and Runelle, blueberry muffins and shaving cream to Bonnie, a

couple of "ripples" to Mark Poremba, and, finally, my thanks and gratitude to all my
teachers (yes, all) and to all my friends, past and present.

I, Melinda Minear, hereby leave to Amy F. my nickname of weaslebait, to Sally, a

container of wintergreen lifesaver holes and a bite in the knees, to the rest of the

basketball team, my vicious nature, to Jenny H., a big hug for her kindness, to Sean

Barrett, a large bruise from all the times I've hit him with a pingpong ball, to Carl, a

friendly hello, to Mr. Butler, the knowledge that Macedon truly does rule, and my
love of Kiwi fruit and granola bars to myself.

I, Megan Morgan, leave Tim the sole leadership of the monarchy, Sara a football for

sports, Kimberely a warped and twisted brain lacking a photographic memory, and

the teachers lots of thanks.

I, Anna Neatrour, leave the Espressp Royale to any future existentialists out there. I

leave a smirk to Jenny, a depressed slump to Micah, and a copy of Grey #10 to Jason.

To Drake, I leave a pair of socks and the Imaginary Jar, to do with what he will.



I, Kim Nelson leave Aaron H. my P.E. excuses and a ride to a soccer game, David K. lessons

to cook Ramen — the right way, Jannie and Erin G. another year with Sally, and for

Jaybird, my "honorary little sis," I leave a cruise in the Jeepster and a life time supply

of stand-up comedy routines. I leave a "big Miss America smile" to Mrs Castellon

and Mrs. Callahan, "mommy notes" to Barb and Sally, a "hello" to Randy and to Mr.

B., Mr. Crames and everyone else who has helped and cared for me at Uni I leave my
deepest respect, admiration, and gratitude.

I, Nadine Nicholson, leave to Ho Sun and Uni, "The Brown Shoe Story," to the

Track and Cross-country teams, I leave the power of faith in yourselves and each

other, to Ms. Wells, thanks for your ear, energy, enthusiasm, and support, to Mr.

Winkler, Holly, and Chad, thanks for keeping me afloat through it all, to Amy-bug, 1

give my love, thanks, and my promose to be there for you, to Erga, the promise:

"Anything that doesn't kill you only makes you stronger" to Mark I leae a balcony —
rail at sunrise peace with the past and hope for the future and to Chris, I give my love,

respect, and the Emperor Ice Cream — I hope you find him.

I, Joe Park, of Einstein's brain and Schwarzenegger body, leave Dennis a joke

(Einstein's brain— hah!) and a lot of thanks for all his jokes and his clever wit which

always found a way to make me laugh. Thanks D. To Rach, my bud from Hell, I leave

a final smile (smile) for all the smiles that she's given me to make me smile. For Tom,
who is leaving with me, I remind him of all the excellent times we had together.

I, Amy Parker, leave my sincerest thanks to the Uni teachers, staff, and admin-
istration who do so much for Uni students and get so little in return. I also leave

Laurel "The Bullet" a huge, unhealthy ice cream sundae and a future state cham-
pionship, Ali C. a big vote of confidence, So-Jo lots of luck and incredible pumpitude
(kick SJO), Maria the courage to carry on the tradition of bumble tights, (e.) Murphy
a kick in the rear to join track, and my favorite freshmen (Lindsey, Amanda, Allison

C, and Cindy W.) luck and a bit more intensity. I leave Sally my thanks for teaching

me so much as well as putting up with my moods. Finally, I leave Bonnie my deepest

respect and gratitude for teaching me so much as a coach as well as a friend (good

luck, too)! Also, lots of luck to future Track, CC, and girls b-ball teams.

I, Andrea Peck, leave to Leslie a smile and hello, to Amy F. a well-coordinated slam

dunk, to Jay and Murph I leave my forward moves, to Erin G. a softer voice, to Lito a

ride in the countrym to Lydia W. the rest of Latin Club, to Pat, Sally, and to Mr.

Stone my thanks, and I wish many years of success to the girls basketball team.

I, Eric G. Phillips, being of completely sound mind and body, do not, technically,

exist. Despite this hinderance, I leave PACE and a lot of thanks to Mr. B. I also leave

to Mel and to Ms. Wells the chaos that is Creativity Club or Writer's Guild or

whatever you decide to call it. I leave the English department some time and to the

rest of Uni I leave a game of Mao, my general nausea and a legacy of total depression.

I, Erin Reep, being the Senior Studette that I am, leave "un bon homme" and lots of

hugs to Tracy and Jyana. Have an awesome senior year, guys! To Mike Cardman,
Alex Betts, and Aaron G., I leave memories of Bond and our psycho days with Jeff

and Chad. To Sophia W. and Ellen E. I leave lots of smiles and my best wishes. To
Andrea Mustain, I leave my back issues of Vogue, Glamour, and Cosmo. Dre, it is up
to you to carry on the Glamour-girl tradition! And to this year's 2nd hour P.E. class, I

leave the joy of more years of fitness with Bonnie. Oh— and a big grin for Yulun! For
Amy P., Joyce L., and Amy W., I leave memories of Laughlin and the Cotswald
games. I leave "du pain" to Jenny K. and postcards of Paris! To Steph T., I leave you
my NTV and you're in my prayers! Cyndi, go give 'em somethin' to talk about! Linda
Swee, remember Long Arm and brown courdoroy pants — the legacy lives on. For
Yvette, I leave the reruns of SNL.. "Dear Son . .

." Finally, lots of love to everybody

in our Senior Class!! We are outta here!!

I, Chad A. Richardson, can't legally write this due to the sound mind bit, but oh well.

I leave to Cindy my leather jacket and Alyx, to Alyx my harem, to Jenny H., my tie,

some ice, and a time check, to Erga, some sick drama jokes, to Anne-Marie, my Nike
windbreaker and the hope of the future, to Racy, Jyana, Alex, and Mike I leave the

psychotic legacy, to Mark Poremba, Satre, and his keys, to Amanda, a real man
named Fiel, to Laurel a big, wet, sloppy kiss, and to everyone else a Brid-

get/Tysan/Wendy/Josh/Nadine/Adam/Cyndi when they need one.

I, Shared Satsangi, being lucky enough to leave Uni do decree that to Melanie I leave

th rules to Mau, to Mojgone I leave my guitar playing ability, to Tristan I leave the

"cookware," to Mr. Crames, I leave tons of noise and trash in the kitchen, I leave

Prince's Wardrobe to Mrs. Wheeler. I leave my spirit and debts to all left at Uni, and
especially the sacred knowledge of taxation.

I, Jeff Schomer, leave to all freshmen and other new members of the cross-country

and track teams three more years of hell. To Bonnie I leave lots of luck, because she
will need it. To Murphy leave my thanks, and some new jokes (both clean and dirty.)

To all underclassmen I leave this statement: If you think it was hard so far at UNI,
just wait a few years and see what UNI really does to you. Lastly, and maybe most
importantly, I leave to everyone who helped me through my car accident my love and
gratitude.

I, Kelly Schrepfer, leave to Gian Paulo my ability to whine and drive at the same
time, to Minn the correct pronunciation of his name, to Dan my Catholicism, to

Jason Rogers a life of his own so he'll stay out of mine, to G.D. I leave some new
friends because she deserves them, to Michelle the seat next to me in chorus, to the

Uni High Science Department I leave mydad, and last, but certainly not least, I leave

a banana to Tracy, because she needs one.

I, Isobell Stasheff, leave the Station Theatre to anyone who can't accept only school as

a life. I leave, but will return. Espresso Royale, the Krannert amphitheatre, the place

where the sidewalk used to end and love, not the sappy kind, to those who've been
there and those who would like to be. To chorus I gladly leave "Frostiana" and other
songs of its like as well, more with regret, my beloved latin music. To Uni guys, you
aren't as icky as Uni girls complain you are. Your best days are yet to come. I leave to

all, my deepest, ingrained sincerity.

I, Caty Steigmann, will to Tim the ability to carry on the Monahan tradition of fun
and fine academics, to Jay and Amy a true and lasting friendship, to Austin memories
of Jan, to Erin some driving lessons, to Joel the memory of one excellent French
partner, to Aaron the right woman, to Dennis a picture of my big ol' . . ., to Megan a

friendly chat and smile, to Mr. Crames a special thanks for giving me a break, to Randy a holler

from down the hall, to Barb a stack of keys to the Mac room, to Melanie I wish her happiness and
the best of luck in the future. A very special and sincere thank-you I leave to Mrs. Callahan because
I never thought I would be able to learn Calc.

I, Holly Stephens, leave a box of Suisse Mocha to Suzie B., and one to Anna N. To Aaron H. I leave

a damn hard kick in the derriere, and my undying love to Thi. To Nadine N., Andrea P., Stephanie

T., Linda S., and Cyndi L. I leave my undying frienship. And to Mr. Butler, Mr. Stone, Mrs.

Kaplan, Mrs. Kaplan, Mrs. Laughlin, Mrs. Callahan, and Pat I leave my respect and endless

thanks. Finally, I leave. .with a better reputation than Russ Ames.

I, Linda Sweeney, leave a jalapeno jelly bean and a little yellow birdie with a little yellow bill to my
cute outer galactical companion Erga, a big glass of water to Jannie Lung, a damned potholder to

Jenny Auler, and a personal question to Maria Bee. To Joel Jacobson, I bequeath my Kingdom of

Passion. To RALPH (you know who you are) a dead Romeo, to Michelle G. a big transformer and
G.I. Joe action figure in memory of "Robot jox," and to Andrea Mustain my huge atrophied brain,

to Aaron H. and Thi my part of the profits from our book, to Kian and Alex B. something. To my
children, David K and Eyamba, memories of their hispanic father, to Jyana a very sexy pair of
Indian legs (you know whose). And, FINALLY, I leave Tolono.

I, Tze-John Tang, will my chess skils to the future chess team, my intonation to the Orchestra, a

violin bow to Eddie, many decks of cards to my sister and her friends, and finally, my optimistic

attitude to the whole school.

I, Stephanie Tredway, being the twisted person I am, leave the following: to Tracy, Juan's home
phone number; Michelle G. all the fun we had in creative writing; Tim, you get the "brownie from
hell" and a bottle of Safari; to Mr. Murphy, you can have all Bill Stevens' hair; Sally, you have my
eternal thanks for your help in the past four years. For anyone who's still in Latin, I leave you
memories of Eugenia and a Robert-style spaz. And Dwarfel, you can have my ability to go without

a relationship for more than two days. For all the seniors, "may sunshine and happiness surround
you when you're far from home." I leave you all my prayers. Dana, I hope soon that you find an
aolder woman who will kiss on command and my biggest smile so I don't have to hear you say

"Smile, Steph!" ever again. Linda, I will you to a college far from Toono, and Holly, I leave you a

"Hi Butthead!" and something that makes you go hmmm. And, finally, to my '111 sis' Gomer, I

leave a ski slope, Dave Nichols, RR, a "Hey Gome!", any guy in the produce section, all my love,

and finally: A friend's a friend forever.

I, Heidi R. van Es, do hereby will Jay S. a copy of the Gateway to Love and Mildew/Ken, and
Aaron G. the knowledge that DUKE and CHRISTIAN LAETTNER rule forever. To the girls'

"pepa club," I leave my voice to cheer with and all of my love. To Jess-a-wessa, I leave my
unbelievable passion over new bras, a 500 counter permanently stuck on 69!, my respect, and the

recipe for ILLIN1 BARS & DIP, to Megan F., a dictionary to look up the difference between
"excrete" and "exert," to Tracy, a glow-in-the-dark car clock, a HUGE cockroach in a cup on her

dashboard, and my thanks for putting up with my highstrung ways. Jani, I officially pass on the

title "mom" and all of the obligations it ensues to YOU, to Al, my leg hair and a game of Volleyball

with me as all-time-server, to Randy, someone else to shake his keys at, and to Pat, Mr. Crames,
and Mr. B., my respect and appreciation for all of their time and concern. Finally, to Rachie, my
pal of eleven (and counting!) years, thanks for always being there in my "year(s)!" of need. I will

you my phone number and a willing ear.

I, Anne Volk, leave Molly Robin-Abbott a never-ending supply of animal crackers, All and Llaurel

bread runs, Amanda Isaacson my green running tights to wear with her shamrock shorts, and
Anne-Marie Cziko the chestnut tree down the street.

I, Dana Wagner, leave to Erga a slow dance in a Chicago night club, to Jyana some sunshine and
the perfect man, to David K. some lemonheads, to Jon some DMSO, to Sonia something that

smells good, and to Aaron H. some gas money and a four-door car. To my mascot Jenny H. I leave

a smile and a friendly slap in the face, to Rachel my undying friendship and an error-free Gargoyle,

to Amy F. ("chorus girl") a kleenex and a bottle of conditioner, and to Matt C. I leave some
coordination so he never misses the brake pedal again.

I, Che-Wei Wang, hereby bequeath to David Asher some humility, to Debranna an execution

contract and a billion dollar penny, to Robyn my orchestra seat, to Louis the chess team captaincy,

to Nola an A and a shoelace, to Jeff T. the swim meet telescope, to Minh a new spelling for his

name and my pheromones, to Leif a Top 40 list of babes and some realistic goals, to Amanda my
clean mind and a naked Twister game with four hot guys, to Richard Lin my share of control in the

Chinese mafia, to Andy L. another 2-on-7 b-ball partner, to Jason Rogers my awesome kangaroo
double pump, to Sean my famous math pillow, to Mr. B a finished computer game and a rook-odds

chess whipping, to Pat some liveliness and a bathroom monitor, to Eddie some soap to wash out

his mind, to Rachel a big smile, to Tracy some locker shelves, more shoes I can wear, and a few
thousand empty pop cans, to Mr. Stone a Che-Mo Insane Society membership, to Jenny Hsui a

rude comment, another punching bag, and all my horniness, and finally, to my sister, a speedy guy,

a different smile, a Soloflex, a late night conversation, and lots of luck and love.

I, David Watanabe, being of unsound mind and body, do hereby leave ... a good bloody battle to

the Mechwarriors of Uni; the legacy of Battletech classes to Brent H. ('cause he's better than the

rest of you!); a loud Hi! and some good ideas to Melanie A.; some extra $ to those wh need it — a

bit more to Chris B., Shred, and Lucy S. (if you need it); a pile of something to Drake; strong neck

muscles to Sean B.; an understanding of Jap. and BT to Casey S.; my knives to Jon (have knife get

it?); certain death to certain people; a completed project to Parker; some sense to Blondie; a car

wreck to Carl C; a bodyguard to Nathaniel (to keep you from hurting yourself); death to Matthew
Wallace; "I know someone you don't know . .

." (you all know who you are!); and goodbye to Uni,

may you live long and prosper.

I, Amy Wen, leave fur-head Hsui a lodging gun that she'll use until she's 50, Amester Fogel 10

Million high-fives, and I leave Aaron Holland a couple of blondes in the back of an Urbana
classroom. I leave Andrea M. a happy life and a raincheck for her autograph. To Gian-Paulo I leave

a muzzle, Steve T. some fat, to Tracy I leave a shrimp, to Erin G. I leave my laugh so I can have
hers, and to Tim M., a seat belt in the lounge. To Micah I leave my towering height and to all those

smiley people that cheerfully greeted me in the morning, I leave a big, toothy grin in return. Finally,

I wish the best of luck to the awesome class of '92.

I, Adam Wengert, hereby dispense my estate. To Brian I leave my dog and Ho Sun's sleeping bag.

To my teachers, thanks for putting up with my devastating wit and occasional lack of effort. To Mr.
Crames, I leave my profound respect and thanks for not giving up on me. To Peter F., I leave a life-

time supply of stray animals and roadkill. To all throwers, I leave the memory of Dali and the

knowledge that with hard work (Emad) you will succeed. Finally, to Laurel, I leave a big, wet,

sloppy kiss, 'cause she deserves it.
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1992 SENIOR

SUBBIE YEAR: We enter Uni 54 strong and full of enthusiasm, and Uni proves to fulfill all of our expectations. Kelly, Caty, and Tina

start CHEERLEADING. We spend free hours on PLATO, and party all weekend, every weekend. Liz Wahgnerrrrr turns on all the

guys with her drawl and her (short!) skirts. Math class serenades Mr. Epperson and Ben K. memorizes Pi. Brad is Mr. Briefcase.

Weaselbait bites us in basketball. We beg Dr. Ames to listen to Ms. Laughlin behind the curtain, and Jeff S. is sent out of the circle

J

daily. Jane Zhang, DANG! Brian asks Mr. B where the Romans came from, and proceeds to ask the class: "I am a squirrel, where are

my nuts?" Adam stabs himself with a pencil and is rushed to the hospital. We test diapers and throw tennis balls in Sub Science.

Yogurt is thrown down the stairwell. Jenny is hit by a car, and LTS cries all period. Dana is Elvis. Brian tries to kiss Cyndi on the cheek.

Darren writes Caty a love poem. Girls' subbie b-ball wins the first game in Uni history. Loretta is class president and walks out of class

meetings. Ho Sun breaks someone elses bridge at Science Olympiad. Ben K. runs for U.S. president and is in Star Magazine. Subbie

girls rate the guys on looks— Tze-John wins. Birds and Girl Crazy. Pizza box at Joyce's. Ho Sun begs Kim to go out with him. Doug

likes Kim. Kelly X Tom F., Kelly X Tristan, Amy X Tristan, Joyce X Tom F., Cyndi X Brian, Christie X Corey, Heidi X Peter, Loretta

X Fabio, and Bahareh X Fritz.

FRESHMAN YEAR: We lose Sujata, Darren, Patty F., Tom F., Loretta, Tina, and Ben K., but we gain Ricky A., Chris B., Yvette,

Judy, Otoe, Lani, Thomas, Joe, Steph T., and Che-Wei. Girls' X-Country is third at state. One section of Biology never knows if they

are normal. FINAL FOUR. Brian falls on the floor while dancing and blacks out. Mr. B goes on strike. Ricky ties FRIZZ WHIZZ to

her chair by her ribbons. Chris Turner sports the message: "It's more than just a pub." Tristan gets a 26% on a Bio Test. Mindy finds a

frog in her sandwich. Bahareh blow dries her hair in Algebra II. Troy and Yvette open our innocent Freshman eyes with their P.D.A. in

the hallway. Caty dyes her hair pink. Ricky learns about fascism the hard way. Jason spends "quality time" with Liz. Doug likes Kim.

Cyndi goes to prom with Bobby! Arah X Sang, Caty X Sang, Otoe X Mo, Troy X Yverte, Otoe X Erin R., Otoe X Kelly, Kelly X
Kenny Battle, Bahareh X Joe L., Tristan X Rachel L., Lani X Paul T., Jeff S. X Erin G., Joe X Erin R., and Brian X Heidi. J
SOPHOMORE YEAR: We gain Suzie, James C, Loretta Phil, and Megan, but we lose Ricky, Mindy, Lani, Otoe, Anna N., and

Triscuit (Tristan). Jenny goes to Switzerland for the semester. MRS. KYM wears boxers in case her pants catch on fire, and Jason has

her wait on him atJ.C. Penney 's. CHEF JEFF. Izzi does WEFT. Epperson becomes an administrator. The kitchen is redone, and we host

the SOPHOMORE BANQUET. "One on One" is banned from the dances, but is played anyway. Anna P. is on National TV
reenacting a seizure. Track gets third in state. We raft down the Boneyard for Geography. Mo and Heidi buy Jason in the servant sale,

shave him, and dress him in a towel. Earth Day 1990. Doug Ekes Kim. Forty percent of the girls in our class want to kill themselves

(says a Gargloyle survey). Caty X Steve K., Kelly X Tom, Jeff S. X Carolyn, Erin R. X Dan Shunk, Yvette X Troy, Bahareh X Joe L.,

Amy W. kisses Nate, Heidi X Robert, and Arah X Brendan.



CLASS HISTORY
JUNIOR YEAR: We lose Loretta, Steve, and Tari, and Jeff is gone for a semester. We gain Mindy, Chris K., Nadine, and Sharad

White Hen closes, and everyone feasts on pizza sold by yearbook. X-Country is fourth in the state. Suzie and Bahareh wear black

Nadine is not eligible for half of the track season, but IHSA eventually overturns its decision. French IV goes to intermezzo at least one

a week. Dave Das "scores for the seventh time" on Erin R., and is dragged into Student Council to explain. The pay phone comes, and

Ames leaves amid a plagerism scandal. Chess wins State! Kim fails P.E. THE PERSIAN GULF WAR. Euchre rules the school.

Chicken/Ticket debate. Catalyst. "T.P.ing" is the craze— who are the culprits? Judy and Anna P. found Etymological Society. Kelly

and Mo are trainers for the sports teams and Joyce is the manager. Amy P. is Athlete of the Week. Ms. Laughlin never has enough

dittos for fifth hour. Racist notes are left on a student's locker. Joyce and Amy W. are Agora Days co-goddesses. Ms. Woods teaches us

about knives, but not much about Calc. Noah and Yvette rule Big Show 1991. James and Che-Wei found Ping-Pong club. Amy P.

does Prairie State Games. The girls hide from the guys at Prom. Track gets second at state. Nadine goes on the Senior Class Trip and

Chris participates in Senior Skip Day. Erin R. X Brian, Erin R. X Dave D. (NOT!), Kelly X Dave B., Mike X Anh Van, Bahareh X
long-haired U. of I. guys, David W. X Anh Van, Peter X Amanda I., Nadine X Chris K, Arah X Brendan, Cyndi X Dan, Arah X
Ken, Yvette X Troy, Mindy X Phil, and Kim X Derek

•

mes tob, and heSENIOR YEAR: We lose nobody, and gain Sarah M., Anna N., and Brian W. Dr. Meares takes over Ames' job, and he keeps the door

open! We lose the Winter Gifts, the servant sale, rated "R" movies during Agora Days, and the Indian as our mascott. Quotes for the

yearbook are censored and our attendance is computerized. Ho Sun and Thomas are Waldorf and Stadtler. Chris B. teaches Adele about

formulas. Christie's plastered and so breezy around town. Phil rules Stud Council. Adam sings the National Anthem— and forgets the

words. Eman and Andrea win money to go to the U of I. Amy P. comes into the lounge. Kim goes to Kenya and Anne goes to Mexico.

Brian's chair and woodglue. Adam goes from stuff to stud (see page 112B&C). RSKA! Soccer has a record 12 wins. FOOSBALL
MANIA// X-Country is ranked first in the state during the season, gets third at state! Caty (ahem) fails P.E. Eric writes and directs

"And the Dead Man Spoke." The X-Country team leaves gifts at the girls' houses. BeRoved. Wheeler quits and a second Mr. Murphy

takes her place. Pogo invades the lounge. . .who dunnit? Dave D. grows a goatee. Mo, Kelly, and Che-Wei rule Big Show. U. of I.

classes. We outline books while Ms. Suslick drinks Pepsi. Bio bug collecting -Thomas falls in the river. Beverly Hills 90210. Ms.

Suslick, Bonnie, Ms. Kaplan, JVDB, and Ms. Asbell-Clarke are pregnant— what's in the water? Nadine X Jon O., Chris X Erica, Ho
Sun X Amy F., Joyce X Dave B., Brian X Tracy, Heidi X Robert, Jason X Noia, Christie X John L., Yvette X Troy, Anna N. X Drake,

Brian W. X Maitri, Arah X Dave C, Amy P. X Adam, Cyndi X Dan, Bahareh X Eduardo, and Caty X Tris. Somehow we end up

graduating with six more students than we started with. We've been here five years, and it has definitely been a "learning experience."

Later!
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Jen examines her receding hair line Josh works in his baseball cards Agora Days class.

I

r L
Erin and Abby are training for the World Wrestling Federation.
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Linda chows down on her breakfast food.



Adcock, Melanie 80

Alsberg, Jennifer 9, 74, 78

Amin, Amal 68

ARLABOSSE, SEVERINE 59

ASBELL-CLARKE, JODI 61

ASCHENBRENNER, BARB 54

Asher, David 6, 10, 11, 74

Auler.Jamey 20, 21, 44, 68

Auler, Jennifer 9, 80

Azemun, Mojgone 14, 16, 17, 19, 31, 49, 94, 96A, 96B, 112D, 123, 144
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Bacevich, Jill 21, 44, 67, 68, 73

BAKER, LORI 54, 55

Ballard, Timothy 74

Bandy, Matthew 68

Bank, Seth 74

Barrett, Sean 85, 86

Baunsgard, Suzie 18, 19, 21, 24, 96A, 96B

Bavishi, Sameer 20, 22, 80, 84

Bear, Chris 94, 96A, 96B

Beedy, Daniel 68

Beedy, David 74

Bekiares, Michael 2, 10, 20, 21, 96A, 96C
Berg, Eric 47, 51, 80

BERGANDINE, DAVID 22, 53, 61

Betts, Alex 7, 20, 21, 25, 30, 33, 86, 91, 122

Berts, Andrea 6, 17, 80, 84, 85

Block, Devorah 34, 42, 74

Bodnar, David 86

Bognar, Balazs 20, 68

621 E. Green, Champaign

344-6222

Lincoln Square, Urbana

344-7444

We will match any other record
store ' s advertised sale price
and accept their coupons
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1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801

PATRONS
We, the yearbook staff, would like to thank the following

people for so generously donating to the yearbook. We
could not have done it without you!!!

Anonymous

Rocio and Glen Baunsgard

Constance and Jack Bear

Alice Berkson and Alex Scheeline

Carol and Richard Betts

Yvonne Cataneo

Yen-Wen and Lan-Fei Ho Chang

Dolores and Pinaki Das

Dee and Tom Deschler

Julia and Marshall Fogel

Peggy and Michael Grossm?n

Sandra Hammond

Jung Ja and Kyekyoon Kim
Marion and Herman Krier

Jounghyoun K. and Ki Dong Lee

Su Hwei and Chorng Jen Lin

Vicki and Gary Luth

Leslie and Robert McClintock
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Gary Slater

PATRONS

CONTINUED

Carol and Roger Minear

Martha and Thorn Moore

Georgia Morgan

Stephanie and Stuart Parker

Phillip Phillips

Susan and David Nicholson

Denise Reep

Lois and Lloyd Richardson

Susan, Paul, and Beth Schomer

Nancy Zutshi-Slater and Gary Slater

Karen and Richard Steigmann

Susan Thrasher and William Saunders

Bette and Johann S. van Es

Sandra Smith and William Volk

Marina and Bob Wengert

Christine and Craig Wolf

Carmen and Chet Zych

Student-of-the-Year

Scholarships

We are proud to help

support your education

goals by offering

four $2,500

Scholarships

through our

Student-of-the-Year

Program.

MARINE BANK
201 WEST UNIVERSITY AVENUE
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 61820

(217) 351-1600

Member FDIC

OPEN 24
HOURS

*312W. Kirby
Champaign

*
2110 S. Round Barn Rd.
Champaign

*
Market Place Convenience Center
Champaign

*
2010 S.Philo Road
Urbana
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Bokamba, Eyamba 12, 17, 21, 80, 92, 122, 138

Bolen, Tristan 80, 84

BOND, CAROL 58, 59

Bopp, David 7, 12, 17, 20, 21, 86, 95

Borgeson, David 21, 31, 32, 40, 41, 50, 92, 94, 96, 96A, 96C, 123

Braden, Sarah 21, 68, 73

Brothers, Benjamin 20, 44, 68

BURNS, JENNIFER 16, 56

BUTLER, CHRIS 10, 23, 57, 112D, 134, 142

Buder, Jason 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 86, 91

BYERS-MOXLEY, BONNIE 63
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CALLAHAN, SUSAN 60, 136

Cardman, Mike 9, 86

Cary, Christina 21, 36, 37, 80, 85

CASTELLON, CAROL 60

Cataneo, Yvette 12, 18, 20, 21, 96A, 96C, 139

Challand, Sarah 80, 84, 93

Chaney, Emily 17, 21, 86

Chang, James 12, 15, 22, 23, 96A, 96D
Chang, Louis 20, 47, 74

Cheeseman, Alison 17, 19, 20, 21, 36, 80, 131, 134

Chen, Evan 6, 22, 23, 96A, 96D, 140

Cheng, Wenlan 31, 46, 63, 74

Cheryan, Sapna 46, 74

Chou, Catherine 80

Chou, Peter 12, 22, 23, 96A, 96D, 112C, 112D
Christianson, Leif 40, 74

Christman, Eve 20, 68

Clifton, Judy 18, 20, 26, 96, 96A, 97

Cobb, Allison 20, 21, 31, 46, 48, 49, 74

Colby, Matt 46, 47, 86, 90

Colomb, Robin 44, 45, 68, 120

CRAMESJOEL 15, 54

<

CO
X

BANK OF
URBANA
1717 Philo Road
Urbana,IL 61801

217/367-6633
Memlwr I'DIC

The most

personality oriented

senior portraits

Primelight

Studio
Quality, Affordable

Professional Photography

41 University

Champaign, IL 61820

(217)355-1001

Join the

Black. BeLr Club!
Eree. 1 month course to any

University High School Student!

CAgie CDARfiAL Aprs
612 S. Neil

Champaign, IL

359-5425
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f

PEOPLE AT UNI
UNDERSTAND

RESULTS INSTEAD
OF EFFORT,
SO DO WE

AULER LAW OFFICES, P.C
202 West Green Street

Urbana, IL 61801
(217)-384-3080

J

©
y*n-J60 Oriental foods & Oifts

32 Cast 0mti Cnainpitftyfir 11/

Si

fctfitf m* Pry a b&dthy

nW4fc-t«t Js8

COLWELL SYSTEMS

To Champaign County We're

The Community Partner

We salute the entire community which has

made our success possible, and which will

continue to help us grow into the future.

Colwell is a vital, active member of your

community, and as one of the area's leading

employers, we recognize our responsibility to

the community ... by contributing to

community groups of all kinds, recruiting

talented, dedicated employees from this area,

and by buying materials, services, and supplies

locally whenever possible.

IcOLWELil

201 Kenyon Road

P.O. Box 4024

Champaign, IL 61 820

(217)351-5400

Come Grow With Us!
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T. I. S.

Bookstore
at Champaign-Urbana

Congratulations Class of

1992!

Your bookstore and a whole lot more! Visit us for all of

your school supplies!

707 S. Sixth St., Champaign

337-4900
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The Most
Beautiful

Portraits in the

Senior Section

were done by

319 S. Prospect

Champaign, 351-5151

Congratulations

to the

Class of 1992
from

bundy
BUSINESS MACHINES, INcS^

Cranston, Daneil 45, 68

Crawford, Carl 20, 21, 26, 86

Curran, Christie 21, 25, 31, 34, 42, 43, 96A, 97, 112C, 112D, 124
Cziko, Anne-Marie 20, 37, 44, 45, 68, 72, 73, 122, 123

Dao, Minn 21, 47, 80, 84, 85

Das, Dave 17, 31, 40, 41, 50, 51, 94, 96, 96A, 97, 123

Das, Kumar 40, 41, 47, 74, 79

Dasgupta, Sunavo 30, 40, 47, 75

Davis, Abby 21, 31, 34, 42, 43, 53, 86, 91, 95, 120, 134

DAVIS-SMITH, DEAN 55

Day, Tim 18, 21, 32, 86

Depew, Drake 10, 30, 32, 75, 93

Dershowitz, Erga 5, 12, 21, 31, 32, 33, 67, 86, 90, 93

Deschler, David 6, 7, 30, 40, 75

Dhar, Vikas 81

Dokko, Jane 17, 19, 21, 22, 81, 143

Dummit, Nathan 69, 73

jjrff^ff^r-" n
I
* "*»"-'

EADS, CATHY 54

Ehrhart, Silke

Eischen, Ellen 13, 15, 19, 24, 46, 81

j0' â^l
~im '

-" -"

Fatemi, Kian 7, 9, 12, 17, 20, 21, 63, 87, 91, 122, 124

Fay, Derik 20, 81

Fernandez, Andrew 23, 27, 81

DISCOVER
Downtown
Champaign

When you buy jewelry, toys or other distinctive gifts

from World Wide Gifts, you help families in 35 de-

veloping nations earn a living with dignity.

105 N. Walnut

Champaign, IL 61821

(217) 352-8200

inc.

Spec'tiitmg in Athletic footwear end Running equipment

ON CAMPUS
701 S.SIXTH 398-2891



Finch, Morgan 21, 81

Finkin, Jordan 21, 81

Flynn, Megan 34, 42, 43, 75

Fogel, Amy 20, 21, 46, 81, 85, 123

Fogel, Arah 18, 20, 21, 27, 33, 96, 96A, 98, 112B

Foland, Mindy 6, 9, 21, 65, 96, 96A, 98

Folk, Peter 20, 38, 65, 75

Fraker, Andrew 10, 11, 81, 84

FRESCO, ALAIN 59

Friedman, Joey 30, 31, 87

Frizzell, Brian 1, 40, 51, 94, 96A, 98, 112C, 124, 135, 139

FULLER, DOROTHY 15, 56

G
Garcia, Christina 8, 9, 20, 21, 45, 69, 72

Garcia, Michelle 9, 19, 21, 32, 44, 87

Gianola, Magdalena 46, 75

Glaser, Laura 11, 16, 34, 42, 80, 81, 84

Glish, Jennifer 21, 30, 75

Goodall, Catherine 19, 20, 21, 81

Gorski, Chris 37, 69

Grace, Tim 20, 81

Grant, Erin 20, 21, 24, 33, 34, 42, 49, 87, 120, 123

Greeley, Jeff 12, 21, 22, 26, 67, 87

Gregory, Jyana 5, 9, 14, 17, 19, 21, 32, 57, 63, 86, 87

Grossman, Aaron 20, 21, 47, 87, 90, 95

Grucza, Jennifer 18, 20, 21, 34, 42, 43, 81

Gruschow, George 22, 75

Gurney, Rebecca 21, 30, 75

GUTOWSKY, BARBARA

H

UNI F. C.

RULES

27.

11

"fiMicfa-

CREATIVE HAIR DESIGN

FIVE THREE S FIRST

3 56-0 4 00

Ira Wachtel

C''fi'n()diC|n Surplus Store Inu

303 Soulh Neil Street

Cnampaiqrv Illinois 61820

1217)356-4 703
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Not just your ordinary
art supply store....

the art coop
art and drafting supplies

408 e green st champaign ill

strawberry

NATURAL FOOD MARKET

Fresh Breads Grains & Flour

Deli

Cheeses

Herbs& Spices

Fresh Produce

306 W. Springfield Ave.

Urbana, TL

328-1655

Congratulations and Best Wishes for a Bright Future

1992 University High School Graduates

H
Parkland College

The Promise Of Parkland Is Waiung For You

Admiksions 217/351-2208 • Camrm Visi: :i7'3j|.25nl
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JMJ

COMPLIMENTS OF
J. M. JONES
COMPANY

SUPPLY CENTER FOR INDEPENDENTLY
OWNED STORES WITH A FUTURE

OPEN 24 HOURS

your c-u m In . m stores

JERRY'S ICA
312 w. Klrby
Champaign

JERRYS ICA
2010 s. Phlio Road
urbana

JERRY'S ICA
2110 Round Barn Road
Champaign

Richards
FINE FOOD STORE

Market Place Shopping center
Champaign
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I POWELL & FLEMING

Morgan C.Powell, DOS
J. Robert Fleming. D OS

Orthodontists

2004 Fox Drive

Champaign. Illinois 61820

(217) 352-4334

1301 East ColoraOO Avenue

Urbana. Illinois 61801

(217)384-3000

Hajj, Nasri 10, 22, 23, 24, 75

Halfwassen, Brent 20, 25, 40, 75

Harandi, Bahareh 16, 96A, 99, 112D
HELLYER, KAREN 46, 49, 64

Hendrickson, Kimberely 17, 87, 91

Henson, Claire 20, 21, 69

Herendeen, Laurel 16, 17, 19, 36, 37, 81

Hilberg, Steven 25, 82

Ho, James 20, 44, 69

Hochman, Corey 12, 16, 22, 23, 96A, 99
Hock, Heinrich 4, 10, 11, 20, 21, 30, 84, 87

Holland, Aaron 87, 124

Hong, Dennis 12, 21, 67, 87, 91, 95, 120, 122, 124

Hopkins, Nathaniel 22, 23, 35, 82

Hsui, Jennifer 12, 21, 24, 25, 32, 36, 87, 120

Hurst, James 44, 69

Hwang, HoSun 17, 26, 38, 39, 93, 96, 96A, 99, 112C, 123, 130, 144

Your Unique Auto Dealer

422 N. vermilion
Danville, Illinois 61832

Oldsmobile
Cadillac-CMC

442-8400
Toil-Free

(800) 728-4980
TOYOTA
442-8474

L^lil
Jti*^j ||l iinin

-"-'-

Isaacson, Amanda 20, 21, 36, 46, 75

JACOBSON, FRANCES 65

Jacobson, Joel 1, 21, 51, 87, 90, 91, 123, 124

Jamison, Molly 12, 21, 46, 82

Jassim, Emad 26, 38, 75

Jassim, Eman 4, 17, 26, 36, 96A, 100, 144

Jassim, Omar 26, 38, 39, 87, 130

JOCKUSCH, ELIZABETH 60

Johnson, James 75, 78

Johnson, Sonia 66, 88, 90

JOLLY, DOUG 40, 41

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF

1992

Jewelry Service

1502 S.Neil Champaign, IL 61820 217-352-

2575

rvi /*rrionau

b
UITAR

710 S Goodwin

Urbana

Illinois

61801

[21 *l 367-3898



Joncich, Erica 12, 20, 21, 50, 88, 91

K
j#""i,

S?,i ii

Kang, Jenny 15, 18, 20, 21, 33, 52, 96A, 100, 112B

KAPLAN, PHILIPPA 19, 57

Karplus, Sari 10, 30, 75, 78

Kelly, Chris 39, 50, 51, 96, 96A, 100

Kerlin, Seth 82, 84, 85

Kibler, Brad 33, 94, 96A, 101

Kim, David 12, 17, 20, 21, 56, 82, 122

Kim, Yunny 67, 69, 73, 79

KIMBLE, PETER 62

Kinase-Leggett, Elizabeth 6, 20, 42, 76

King, Eric 20, 21, 69

Koenker, Hannah 15, 20, 21, 76

Kovacic, Joshua 76

Krasavin, Alex 27, 69

Krier, Dan 47, 51,82

Kyin, Moe 44, 45, 68, 69, 72

Kyin, Thi 31, 47, 88

7̂ &kM"&
l

i-""-"

Lane, Jen 17, 82, 84, 85, 93, 120

LAUGHLIN, ROSEMARY 18, 19, 56

Lebenson, Rachel 16, 20, 21, 88, 95, 141

LEDGIN, AL 34, 42, 43, 63

Lee, Eddie 20, 21, 26, 86, 88, 90, 94, 130

Lee, Joyce 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 33, 94, 96A, 101

Lee, Sang 30, 76, 79

Leff, Alison 9, 21,69

Li, Horng-Shin 32, 88

Liebovich, Andrew 30, 40, 46, 47, 51, 76

V Pepsi.
THE CHOICE OF

A NGW GGNGRATION.

Congratulations

Class of 1992!

-Busey Bank of

Urbana

Pepsi Cola
Champaign

Urbana
Bottling

Company
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Congratulations!

to Next Year's

Seniors
from
Nadja & Steve

Shoemaker

Do-Ray Oriental Foods

1102 W. Main
Urbana, IL

(217) 384-1311

OPEN DAILY :

10:00 A.M. -8:00 P.M.

Liebovich, Cyndi 3, 17, 49, 96A, 101

Lin, Phil 12, 14, 16, 20, 21, 25, 26, 39, 54, 96A, 102, 112D, 123

Lin, Richard 19, 20, 21, 44, 68, 69, 72

Lin, Timothy 12, 19, 20, 21, 30, 82, 84

Liu, Lilly 21, 30, 76

LOYET, DIANE 58, 59

LU, JEAN 61

Lundeen, Lesley 16, 18, 19, 27, 86, 88

Lung, Jannie 17, 19, 21, 82, 84

Luth, Jennifer 20, 67, 69, 72, 73

Mackie, Kevin 23, 82, 84

Magee, Micah 8, 9, 10, 21, 76, 78

Marshall, Damian 21, 44, 69

MAZUREK-SUSLICK, ADELE 24, 30, 56

McClintock, Matthew 44, 69

MC LOUGHLIN, PAT 60, 92

MEARES, HENRY 2, 54

Meares, Shannon 3, 12, 21, 30, 88, 90, 95

Mercer, Jillanna 88

Miles, Jani 20, 21, 34, 42, 43, 76

Miller, Nola 20, 21, 31, 34, 42, 43, 46, 48, 49, 74, 76, 79

Minear, Melinda 22, 26, 33, 36, 52, 96, 96A, 102

Misztal, Piotr 20, 69

Mmari, Sarah 96A, 102

Modica, Matthew 70

Mohr, Mark 7, 10, 12, 20, 21, 94, 96A, 103

MOHR, MARSHA 44

Monahan, Timothy 3, 12, 21, 30, 33, 47, 50, 51, 67, 76, 79, 122

Moore, Austin 21, 30, 40, 47, 51, 82, 84

Moore, Melissa 82, 84

Morgan, Dylan 30, 40, 76, 79

Morgan, Megan 12, 21, 96A, 103, 139

MORRIS, PAT 61

MICRO RESALES
Your New and Used Computer Store

130 WEST MAIN STREET, URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801

Sales:(21 7)367.9242 Service:367.4600

1106 S Vine St

Urbana. IL 61801
(217)384-2161

^^^ 507 S Second Si

i ^fti Champaign, IL 61 82C

^^L (217)356-9444

OfiTHoSonnriic/
Diplomates - American Board of Orthodontics

G. ft CALLAHAN, D.D.S.

R.G. LORD, D.D.S.

318 S Gan-aroSt.
Rantoul. IL 61866
(217)893-4041

1006 S- Market St.

Monticello. IL 61856
(217)762-9421



Murphy, Daniel 44, 70, 73

MURPHY, DAVID 53

Murphy, Elizabeth 6, 12, 17, 19, 21, 46, 80, 82, 84, 138

Murphy, Lorcan 21, 70

MURPHY, RICHARD 14, 21, 44, 64, 124, 137

MUSSELMAN, RANDY 54

Mustain, Andrea 5, 20, 21, 32, 88, 122, 139

Musumed, Gian-Paolo 56

N
Nafzeiger, Steven 44, 67, 70, 72, 73

Nearrour, Anna 8, 10, 21, 96A, 103

Nelson, Kim 16, 17, 19, 24, 31, 96A, 104, 112C

NEWMAN, FRANCES 27, 53, 58, 59

Newman, Victoria 27, 70

Nguyen, Thomas 17, 21, 31, 96A, 104, 112D

Nicholson, Amy 70

Nicholson, Andrew 76

Nicholson, Nadine 36, 90, 96A, 104

Nolen, Jessica 17, 21, 83

O'Connor, Aaron 21, 40, 83

Oono, Shoko 20, 70, 72

Ort, Heather 17, 21, 24, 34, 42, 43, 88, 90, 91

Ott, Jon 30, 88, 91, 120

Paik, Gene 9, 12, 21, 76, 93, 95, 132

INTERNATIONAL GALLERIES

A Celebration of Artistic Expression
featuring the work of 100's of

craftspeople & 1000's of artists.

Style

We Frame It!

• Largest Selection

Contemporary
Posters & Fine Art

Reproductions

• Custom Matting

6k Framing

• Hand-Painted &
Inlaid Matts

RUSH ORDERS
ACCEPTED!

Cats!
Visit our

selection of

Animal Jewelry

in silver, vermeil,

brass, porcelain,

pewter,

titanium, paper,

gemstone &
furry folk.

A Gallery of unusual Artistic Gifts, Jewelry, Ceramics, Wood, Glass, Stuffed Animal Puppets,

Fine Art Posters, & a full range of Matting & Framing Services.

Let International Galleries Make It Special For You

Lincoln Square, Urbana • 328-2254
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Mnasica
Costumes*Magic

101 E. University

Champaign. IL 61820

(217) 351-5974

Magic. Masks. Gags. Party Supplies. Balloon

Theatrical Make-Up & Accessories

Costumes For All Occasions

Our Special

Congratulations

to Jenny's

Graduation
from

Jeff, Mom, and Dad

Papanicolas, Lito 19, 20, 21, 88

Park, Joe 17, 21, 96A, 105, 112C

Parker, Alyx 20, 21, 39, 89, 91

Parker, Amy 14, 16, 17, 31, 36, 37, 48, 49, 95, 96A, 105, 112C, 144

Parker, Robert 39, 89, 95

Peck, Andrea 6, 17, 18, 19, 21, 26, 27, 49, 96A, 105, 112C
PECK, LYNNE 44

Penrose, Heather 76

Pervukhin, Anna 10, 18, 26, 96, 96A, 106

Phillips, Eric 4, 96A, 106

Porton, Zipporah 17, 18, 34, 42, 83, 84

Preece, Thayer 20, 70

Pursley, Jessica 4, 20, 25, 34, 42, 43, 89, 124

R
00 I

I I

^£ it t

,

- ....— -^

Rajeswaren, Anita 21, 70

Rauschenberger, Tim 83, 122

Reep, Erin 5, 18, 32, 106, 112D
Reingold, Rachel 27, 70, 93

Rempe, Susan 21, 70

RENEAU, LAURA 64, 123

Reynolds, Andrew 23, 65, 76

Reznek, Deborah-Anna 77

Richardson, Chad 24, 39, 51, 96, 96A, 107, 112C, 123

Robbins, Anne 18, 21, 77

Robin-Abbott, Megan 21, 46, 77

Robin-Abbott, Molly 16, 17, 20, 21, 26, 36, 37, 89, 93, 130

Rogers, Bridget 44, 45, 70, 72

Rogers, Jason 12, 13, 20, 21, 40, 46, 47, 50, 51, 83

Rouggly, Sara 89, 90

Ruppert-Felsot, Jori 77

Congratulations
to the

Seniors of 1992
from

Dr. William R. Thompson, D.D.S.

507 S. 2nd St. Champaign, IL 61801

(217) 356-1189

Good Luck
Swimmers !

Love,

Mom Ort



Satsangi, Sharad 10, 30, 96A, 107

Saunders, Peter 44, 45, 70

Schmidt, Lindsey 20, 21, 36, 37, 46, 77, 79

Schoeplein, Melissa 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 46, 80, 83

Schomer, Jeff 24, 39, 94, 96A, 107, 112C, 123

Schrepfer, Kelly 8, 9, 12, 15, 20, 21, 24, 96A, 108

Schulten, Charlotte 6, 77

SCOTT, TOM 40, 47, 50, 51, 62, 63

Sekar, Arvind 70, 73

Selvaraj, Leena 20, 21, 30, 42, 43, 72, 77, 78

Shair, Lucy 10, 11, 71, 122

Shair, Sarah 10, 21, 71

Sharabash, Hanady 71

Sharabash, Noura 27, 31, 71

Shen, Angela 18, 19, 21,63, 83

SHENK, BARBARA
Shoemaker, Maria 17, 21, 36, 46, 89

SHRIVER, RUNELLE 65

Smith, Casey 25, 83

SMITH, JEFF 55

Sobkoviak, Britton 20, 71

Sohn, Angela 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 83

Sohn, Douglas 22, 47, 77

Solomon, Scott 44, 71

Song, Juwan 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 63, 83, 85

Sonka, Tracy 15, 17, 24, 25, 42, 43, 46, 48, 89, 90, 123

soo, Silka 92

Stasheff, Isobel-Marie 8, 9, 21, 96, 96A, 108, 123

Steigmann, Caty 16, 27, 31, 52, 96, 96A, 108, 136

Steigmann, Jennifer 46, 53, 83, 85

Stephens, Holly 24, 31, 52, 96A, 109

STONE, DAVID 15, 26, 52, 60, 61, 128

Sutton, Samantha 20, 71

Sweeney, Linda 24, 96, 96A, 109, 124

•* Hani ""*"' '"

UNIVERSITY HIGH

&
H R I S T I

Q

We were standing by when you May your good health accompany

took your first steps. We patched

your knee after you let go of

training wheels. We helped you

recover from measles, flus,

fractures, fevers, lumps, bumps,

and mumps. We remember our

diagnosis of "lovesick" and we

smile. Thanks for letting us share

the special moments.

you throughout a successful future.

CHRISTIE
Christie Clinic Association 101 West University Avenue Champaign Illinois 61820 A
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Dear Mom and Dad Ort,

Thanx so much for

everything you've done for me this

year! I really appreciate it.

Your loving daughter,

Abby

%V|/\ «*V|V|
2312 W. SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

359-3534
4 BLOCKS WEST OF
MATTIS AVENUE

Tang, Joyce 12, 21, 77

Tang, Tze-John 20, 22, 23, 33, 96A, 109

Taylor, John 24, 77

Terando, Linnea 83, 84

Tessin, Robyn 20, 63, 77, 79

THOMPSON, CHRIS 15, 22, 58, 59

Thorn, Jeff 20, 35, 40, 41, 47, 51, 77

Thorn, Steve 22, 30, 40, 41, 47, 89, 90, 92, 94

Todd, Jeremy 83, 84

Tredway, Stephanie 18, 30, 31, 96A, 110

Trefeger, Amy 20, 71, 73

Tsai.Jon 22, 33, 96A, 110, 1 \

TURNER, JOHN 62 M
^w^^^^^^^^g^^m^i^^^^^^

Ulen, Theodore 44, 45, 71

VAN DUZEN BURNS, JENNIFER 17

van Es, Heidi 16, 17, 31, 34, 42, 94, 96, 96A, 110, 112B, 112C, 144

Venkataramani, Maitri 89, 123

Volk, Anne 21, 31, 36, 52, 96A, 111

w
Wachtel, Jonathan 21, 44, 71

Wade, Derek 18, 27, 44, 71

Wagner, Dana 16, 22, 23, 31, 96, 96A, 111

Wahba, Sophia 30, 77

WALKER, SALLY 48, 49, 63
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Wang, Che-Wei 20, 22, 23, 31, 33, 96A, 111

Wang, Cynthia 36, 37, 74, 77, 78

Warfel, David 21, 53, 89

Watanabe, David 33, 96A, 112, 140

Watkins, Brian 8, 9, 96A, 112

WELLS, AUDREY 56

Wen, Amy 2, 12, 16, 18, 21, 25, 31, 96A, 112

Wengert, Adam 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 30, 32, 39, 96, 96A, 112A, 112C

WHEELER, JOANNE 57

WIELMUENSTER, PAUL 58, 59

Wierman, Katherine 21, 71

Wilson, Jennifer 21, 77

Wolf, Jason 27, 31, 40, 41, 50, 51, 93, 94, 96A, 112A, 112C, 112D

WOLKANOWSKI, MARIA 58, 59

Wraight, C. Lydia 27, 71

WYSOCKI, BARBARA 31, 57

Y
Yairi, Keren 19, 89

Yang, WenFang 21, 77

Yang, Yulun 16, 89

toiiiiiii'ifti in*

Zhang, Jane 6, 52, 96, 96A, 112A

Zutshi, Rishi 23, 77, 85

Zych, David 20, 71, 72

1
1
J

ll

l» • K I \ 1 I \ (.

• Fast Turnaround

• Free Pick Up & Delivery

• Competitive Prices

• Free Quotations

• Complete Bindery

• Camera Service

• Long-Run Copy Service

356-0842
1 10 1/2 N Neil Champaign

ARE YOU BLOWING THEM OUT OF PROPORTION?

CHAMRAIGN AREA
Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr. Ltd.

616 East Green Street

Champaign, Illinois 61820-5702

(217) 367-0011
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Beg • TJN
While this is the end of the book, it's actually just the beginning.

It's the beginning of reflecting on the past year and the times we've

had at Uni. We've faced changes this past year — the elevator, a

new administrator, changing curriculums, new faculty, and us, of

course. We've grown up in many different respects, and we've

grown up together. It's been a year full of firsts and new ex-

periences. In this way, we've only just begun.
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ACHTUNG BABY!

'earbook editors: Mojgone "Friendless Clepto" Azemun, Heidi "Goddess" van Es, and Amy
Typevision Disk Master" Parker

They say the average life span of a yearbook advisor is three years. No wonder the facul

snickered when I was introduced as the new advisor at my very first faculty meeting. In thr

years, the structure of yearbook production has changed and will continue to do so as we discov

more efficient ways of pulling it off.

The most impressive thing about it is that the students are truly responsible for its existent

Thanks this year to Heidi, Amy, Mojgone, Eman, and Ho Sun for extending my life span. Als

thanks to the yearbook students who were dependable (you know who you are). And lasti

thanks to the administration for helping make yearbook a class.

I'd like to use my goodbye space to simply tfiank everybody who helped put this year6o<

together. First and foremost, I thank Mojgone and Heidi, two of my 6est JrieTufs. I'm thankj

that they were so patient with me even what I was not It was Jun, guys!! Congratulations to t

yearbook staff. You guys did a great job! Thanks, Eman and Ho 5un, Jot heading up t

photographers. Thanks to Karen Hellyer Jor giving us the freedom to do what we wanted m
cooperating with our compulsive, workaholic tendencies. To the offict staff, Barb, Cathy, m
especially Randy, thanks for all your help, patience, and support. Thank you. Salty and Mr.

Es, for hafrysittirig us at trie most crucial times. Thanks Kim, Nolo, and Megan, jor taking t

Agora Days class and helping out so much. To Eric King aruf Evan Chen, thanks for beam

witness to our chaos. Finally, thanks to Mr. Stone, Dave, aruf Aaam, Jor keeping us sane at

adding some humor to our tasks. Also to Dave aruf Adam, thanks so much for doing tho

layouts aruf getting us food, etc Thanks endlessly to my family, Mom, Dad, and Kary, wl

supported me aruf listened to my whining. I hope you all enjoy the book. I don't think there w
ever be one just quite (ike it HAH!!

All of my close friends know that yearbook has been my obsession the pa
few months. And nobody knows that better, I suppose, than my co-editor

I want my buddies Mo "Monobrow" and Amy "OCD" to know that I tru

enjoyed nearly every single minute of this. Mo, though I continually tease

you about being a "Perfectionist," thank you for teaching me that ever

thing that I do should be done well. I'm glad that U'NT finally got thing

back to normal. And Amy, what can I say? You're a wonderful friend, an
more importantly, a wonderful person. Ms. Hellyer, thank you for trustin

ourjudgement and respecting our opinions. Mom, Dad, Brian, and Piete

you have encouraged me so much on this, and I love you all. Eman and H
Sun, thanks for ignoring my spazzes over the pictures. Thanks to Christ

and Rachel for their help in the doughnut sales, thanks to all of th

yearbook staff for their enthusiasm and extra work (especially Heather an

Kimmy), and thanks to Randy for dealing with all of our money problem
Finally, to all of those people who helped who were not even connecte

with yearbook, Mr. Stone, Adam, Nola, Meg, Sally, and especially Davi

thank you. It's been fun! ....By the way, has anyone seen "Bad Jane?"

No one knows why she did it. They guessed it was just a faze. Maybe
was. But she was the only one who was sure. All they could tell was th<

she had a fantastic time, even though it took most of the year to finisl

Those last few nights nearly choked her the stench was so bad, but sh

made it. No, they made it. Through all the fumbling, eating, and noi

sense, she clung to her lame stories, her stump of wax, and mo:
importantly, she clung to her party list which read: Most exceJiei

salutations, invitations, and gratitude to: Heidi's friends Dave, Brian, an
Johann, Amy's friends Adam, Stephanie, and Stuart, Lester's Jriends Kin

Smell, and POGO, Ethan's Jriend Stone, Cally's Jriend Sail]

Dick'n 'Hellyer, Shadi, Cheesedoodle, and Dorna's Jriends Momma Mi

fiocko, and Rizzo, the darkroom's Jriend Heather, Eman and her Jriend H
Sun, any of the staff that lifted a finger, and finally Mo's diety buddie

Amy (RoxieJ and Heidi (Goddess) who will provide their rendition of U2
SO CRUEL as entertainment.

The note was signed Perjecto with a post-script that readd'm too sexy Jc

this book!

Photo editors: Ho Sun "Stadtler" Hwang and Eman "Clyde" Jassim
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